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An efficient and generalized digital computer method is presented for determin- 
ing the dynamic response of nonlinear structures of simple geometric configuration 
subjected to high-impact loading. A finite element matrix displacement approach 
utilizing quadrilateral shell elements, in conjunction with a step-by-step inte- 
gration procedure employing Runge-Kutta extrapolation techniques, has been 
adopted for the present analysis. 
The related procedure yields reliable results for simple structural forms, e.g., 
rectangular and cylindrical panels, and requires only moderate computer storage 
and solution time. Numerical results are presented for the analysis of relevant 
structures subjected to high impact, simulating free landing on a planetary surface. 
The program is written in FORTRAN V language to run on the UNIVAC 1108 
computer under the EXEC 8 operating system; the source deck consists of about 
1800 cards. The physical program, IMAN (IMpact ANalysis), is available from 
the Computer Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC), the 
NASA agency for the distribution of computer programs. 
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1. 
The development of electronic equipment capable of 
hard-landing survival is of primary interest in connection 
with the unmanned exploration of the planets. In this 
regard, considerable effort has been expended on the 
development of a battery power supply required for a 
proposed hard landing on Mars in 1973 (Ref. 1). Such cell 
structures are expected to be subjected to a shock level 
of about 4000 g (square pulse for 1 msec) that results from 
an impact velocity of 120 ft/s, the data being calculated 
from available information pertaining to gravitational and 
atmospheric conditions on Mars. Under such high impact 
the battery cell structure is expected to undergo large 
deformations, thereby introducing structural nonlinear- 
ities into the system. 
A vital preliminary to the formal analysis of an equiv- 
alent linear problem is the determination of the eigen- 
values and associated modes. Efficient numerical pro- 
cedures are available (Refs. 2 and 3) for such solutions. 
However, for nonlinear structures it is necessary to adopt 
an alternative recurrence formulation which involves 
step-by-step incremental procedures and allows for 
structural and damping nonlinearities. 
The incremental procedure has been adopted earlier 
(Ref. 4) for the solution of nonlinear structural problems 
in which the accelerations are usually assumed to vary 
linearly during each limited time increment. The set of 
dynamic equations may then be transformed into a con- 
venient pseudostatic form, the solution of which yields 
the incremental results. Thus the procedure involves the 
repeated solution of a set of equations of order equal to 
the number of degrees of freedom of the structure and 
requires large computer storage and problem solution 
time. The present analysis is based on a nodewise 
predictor-corrector approach and requires only moderate 
computer storage for most problems. 
Structural nonlinearities, in general, may be classified 
into two distinct groups. The physical nonlinearities are 
related to the material properties, which include nonlinear 
elastic stress-strain relations and also the elastoplastic 
behavior of the material. Geometrical nonlinearities, on 
the other hand, are due to large deformations which cause 
gross changes in the geometrical configuration of the 
structure. These nonlinearities may be conveniently sub- 
classified as follows: 
(1) Large rotation, small strain (also referred to as the 
“prestress” effect). 
(2) Small rotation, large strain. 
(3) Combinations of (1) and (2). 
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This paper is concerned with the detailed analysis relat- 
ing to the geometrical nonlinearities only; the associated 
generalized computer program, written in FORTRAN V 
and utilizing a UNIVAC 1108, has the following features: 
The Runge-Kutta method is used for numerical extrap- 
olation of accelerations and deformations at the end of 
each small time increment from known corresponding 
values at the beginning of the step. 
Structural idealizations are based on the finite 
element method employing curved quadrilateral 
shell elements, the stiffness matrix of the entire 
structure being assembled by means of the matrix 
displacement method employing the direct stiffness 
approach. 
The masses are assumed to be lumped at the nodes, 
each having six degrees of freedom, i.e., three 
trailslations and three rotations defined in a right- 
handed orthogonal coordinate system. 
The Runge-Kutta method has been employed for 
numerical extrapolation of nodal accelerations and 
deformations at the end of each small time incre- 
ment of the general step-by-step incremental time 
procedure adopted for the present analysis, it being 
assumed that the structure behaves linearly within 
each small time increment. 
Related dynamic equations are formed nodewise 
for each incremental time step, and the relevant 
solutions are added to their respective existing 
values at the beginning of the step to yield the 
corresponding updated values. 
The merit of these techniques is that considerably less 
computer storage and solution time is required for the 
dynamic response analysis of nonlinear structures in com- 
parison to other known methods of solution (Ref. 4). Also, 
the present analysis may be conveniently extended to 
include physical nonlinearities. 
The program computes the propagation of nodal de- 
formations and velocities as well as element stresses and 
support reactions throughout the impact contact time 
period. 
1. ysis re 
It is intended here to compute the high-impact dynamic 
response of nonlinear structural systems, with particular 
reference to batteries. The associated computer program 
allows for various structural nonlinearities and is based 
on the finite element method in conjunction with a 
step-by-step incremental time (loading) procedure. 
A. Structural Idealization by Finite 
A refined quadrilateral shell element has been gener- 
ated and utilized to idealize practical structures. The 
quadrilateral element is divided into four triangular 
elements with a common apex at the center of area of 
the original quadrilateral element. The stiffness matrices of 
the four triangular elements (Ref. 5) are then assembled, 
and the apex point is finally eliminated to obtain the 
quadrilateral element stiffness martix of order (20, 20) in 
its local coordinate system. When transformed into the 
global coordinate system, the final stiffness matrix is of 
order (24, 24). 
ethod of Solution 
Equilibrium equations are first formed for the free-free 
structure. At the beginning of the first time interval, the 
velocities and displacements corresponding to any as- 
sumed node are set equal to zero to simulate the first 
touchdown condition of the structure striking a rigid 
surface. The response is computed for that particular time 
interval, and the displacements of all nodes are checked. 
If any node deflects into the rigid impact surface, such 
deflections and corresponding velocities are set to zero 
and are substituted into the equilibrium equations for the 
beginning of the next time interval, the subsequent 
response being computed. This process is repeated until 
the time interval of interest has been covered. 
As the structure strikes an impact surface, a com- 
pressive wave is generated which starts propagating 
toward the other free end. Upon reaching the free end, 
the compressive dynamic wave is reflected back as a 
tension wave, and the structure may separate from the 
impact surface when the reflected wave reaches that 
surface. The structure may then strike the impact surface 
again, in which case the process of wave propagation will 
be repeated. This program computes the propagation of 
associated forces and deformations in a structure sub- 
jected to high-impact force. 
The equation of motion of a structural system may be 
written in the following form: 
mass matrix (assumed to be lumped at the 
nodes) 
viscous damping matrix 
stiffness matrix 
deformation vector 
time-dependent forcing function vector 
Equation (1) is applicable to a nonlinear system when 
it is modified to represent the linear conditions which are 
assumed to exist in each limited time increment, i.e., by 
adopting a step-by-step procedure. Thus, when the 
dynamic equation is assumed to be valid for a particular 
time interval h(n,n+ l),  i.e., the time interval between 
time h ( n )  and time h ( n + l ) ,  it takes the form 
The present problem involves a large number of 
degrees of freedom; therefore, a nodewise predictor- 
corrector procedure, based on the Runge-Kutta formu- 
lation of O(h5) truncation error, is used for every node in 
definite sequence, avoiding the usual matrix operations 
with matrices of very large order. This incremental 
procedure also enables one to take into account nonlinear- 
ities associated with the stiffness and damping matrices. 
In this work, the damping coefficient c is assumed to 
be a property of the material only. The damping force at 
a node corresponding to any particular degree of freedom 
is thus obtained by the summation of such values calcu- 
lated by multiplying the appropriate damping constant 
and the difference in relevant velocity between the node 
under consideration and any other connecting node. 
-by-Step ~ n i e ~ r ~ ~ i o n  
Within a small time interval h(n,n+l), the following 
typical primary computational steps are performed, cor- 
responding to a degree of freedom associated with any 
node (say the pth degree of freedom in totality). 
Step  1. The acceleration value at the beginning of 
time step n + l  is computed as follows (superscript n 
denoting any particular time step and T denoting matrix 
transposition) : 
in which {S}" is the cumulative nodal forces vector, and 
{Kl}" = h{v}" (4) 
is stored on completion of step 1 for all values of p. 
Step  2. The values of incremental deformations and 
velocities at the half-time interval are extrapolated to 
yield the corresponding acceleration 
- { K T } P , ~ { ~ q } P , n + %  - CT P S 4 } P , n + % ]  (5)  { 
in which the extrapolated values are 
and 
is stored. 
Step 3. The revised acceleration value at the half-time 
step is computed from extrapolated deformations and ve- 
locities as follows (subscript R denoting the revised step): 
where 
are stored. 
Step 4. The revised stiffness matrix {K}T$ based on 
the {q}T$ codguration is formed and the acceleration 
at the end of the n + 1 step is computed from extrapo- 
lated values of deformations and velocities as follows: 
(11) 
{,~}","+% = {8G}P,"  -k --{SE(2}P,"+% 1 
( E )  
Further, 
{K3}"+% = h{G}"+% ( R )  ( R )  
in which 
[ (P)P ,"+l  - (S)F,"+l - { p } g j + X  { S q } P , " + l  - { CT}' {84}'."+'] (13) 
{ ;J}P,"+l = 1 
(M)P,11+1 
where the term {S}" + {SS}m,m+l  is computed as the 
appropriate summation of {s*}" terms in 
which [ D I R ]  and {s"}" are the element direction cosine 
matrix and such nodal forces in the local coordinate 
system, respectively. 
h 




Step 5. The deformation and velocity files are finally 
updated according to the following schemes : 
Since velocity values computed from Eq. (18) differ 
slightly from those given in step 4, the acceleration values 
are recalculated at the beginning of the next time step 
as shown in step 1. Also, stresses are computed in two 
triangular parts of the quadrilateral shell element, and 
an average value based on relative areas of the triangles 
is accepted as the final element stress assigned to the 
centroid of the quadrilateral. 
The computations are repeated for each time step, 
and updated relevant force and deformation vectors are 
obtained as accumulated sums at the end of each time 
step. Owing to rather small changes in their values, the 
P, M, and S vectors considered in this program and used 
throughout steps 1 to 4 refer to their initial values at the 
beginning of a particular time step. 
= {q}" + {qI}"+' 
(17) 
The reactive forces at any subtime interval r of the 
n + 1 time step may be calculated as (174 
1 {G}"" = {G}" + 8 [{Kl} + 2 { K 2 }  + 2 { K 3 }  + {K4}] 
the corresponding acceleration (q)P,n+7 being subse- (18) 
quently equated to zero. However, when the tension wave 
reaches the impact surface, the reaction may become 
negative, indicating a 'liftoff of the structure, in which 
case the acceleration value is computed as usual. 
The nodal forces are also updated, incorporating changes 
due to increments in nodal deformation and also to large 
rotation (the prestress effect), as follows: 
{S}"+l = {S}" + {SS}n,m+l + [K]T;;/.{qZ}"+' Thus the present numerical scheme computes the pro- 
pagation of nodal deformations, velocities, and accelera- (19) 
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tions, as well as element stresses and support reactions 
throughout the impact time period. 
. Limitations 
So far, the program has been utilized to analyze only 
structures of simple geometric form, e.g., rectangular 
and cylindrical panels; therefore, it should be used with 
caution for structures of complex geometry. Also, the 
program is presently limited to the use of quadrilateral 
shell elements, but the scope of the program may be 
easily extended to its more general form, incorporating 
other types of elements. 
. Conclusions 
The present analysis is a nodewise predictor-corrector 
method and has several advantages over the usual recur- 
rence formula procedure (Ref. 4), which involves repeated 
solutions of sets of simultaneous equations. In general, 
the following important conclusions may be drawn from 
the results of the present analysis: 
The analysis is independent of the form of the 
damping matrix [ C ] ,  which may indeed be non- 
1’ mear. 
The stiffness matrix [ K ]  may be nonlinear. 
No strict node numbering scheme is necessary. 
For short impact contact time, for which the pres- 
ent method appears to be stable, its use may be 
preferred over the usual method, which requires 
repeated solution of simultaneous equations. 
Much less computer storage is required for the 
present method when compared with that required 
for the usual methods. In fact, about 10 times the 
total number of degrees of freedom is the approx- 
imate maximum storage requirement, in addition 
to that required to store the input data. 
There is a significant reduction in solution time, 
the computations being simple and repetitive in 
nature. An estimate of typical run time varies 
between 0.4 to O.Bs/node for each time step. 
The quadrilateral finite element used in the anal- 
ysis is much refined in nature when compared to, 
say, an equivalent triangular element. 
Very little storage is necessary for the stiffness 
matrix since computations are performed nodewise, 
the total storage involved being an array of dimen- 
sion (6,90). 
(9) For very small impact contact time, as the case 
often is for high-impact problems, the damping 
has very little effect on the general solution. 
ef t 
. Coordinate System and Units 
The nodal deformations along with other related sets 
of results are obtained in a right-handed, orthogonal, 
rectangular, global coordinate system, whereas element 
nodal forces are computed in a similar but local member 
coordinate system. The global coordinate system (X,Y,Z) 
refers to the complete structure and normally will con- 
form in direction to the major dimensions of the struc- 
ture. A member coordinate system (x,y,x) refers to an 
individual member in which the local x axis is assumed 
to be coincident with the element edge connecting the 
first two of the four nodes used in defining the member 
(Fig. 1). 
Joint numbering is usually done in a counterclockwise 
sequence. Further, the program does not perform any 
conversion of units. Therefore, the input data must be 
consistent in units. 
. Zero Deformations 
The zero-displacements are introduced at the nodes in 
contact with the impact surface and also at nodes lying 
on planes of symmetry when only the symmetric part 
of a structure is analyzed. Such nodes, along with their 
characteristics modes, are the associated input data. The 
characteristic zero-deformation modes numbered 1 to 6 
are associated respectively with the degrees of freedom 
SX, SY, 62, OX, thy and 02. 
The important variables used in the present computer 
program are as follows: 
E Young’s modulus 
p Poisson’s ratio 
c damping coefficient for the material 
IPRINT index for printout of results 
= 0, then only final results at end of each 
= 1, then detailed results at end of each 
time step are printed 














total number of nodes 
total number of elements 
number of material types, the latter being 
dependent on the three variable E, p, and c 
number of zero deformations, including such 
deformations at nodes along planes of sym- 
metry 
number of element types, which is deter- 
mined by element thickness and dimensions 
in the local coordinate system 
total number of degrees of freedom 
( = 6 X N J )  
index for updating nodal coordinates 
= 0, then stiffness matrices are computed 
based on the geometry of the structure 
at the start of the time step 
= 1, then stiffness matrices are computed 
based on the revised geometry of the 
structure at the half-time step 
index for nature of incremental time inter- 
vals 
= 0, then uniform time interval TI is read 
= 1, then NIN number of time intervals 
are read 
incremental time step 
total number of such increments 
initial nodal velocity prior to impact 
particular degree of freedom associated 
with the initial velocity 
D. List of Arrays 
are listed as follows: 
The important arrays used in the computer program 
A(25,25) stiffness matrix of a quadrilateral 
shell element in the local coordinate 
system in which the center of area 
is considered as the fifth node 
stiffness matrix in the global coordi- 
nate system pertaining to a node 
final stiffness matrix of a quadrilat- 
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matrices which are portions of the 
rearranged A matrix utilized to  
eliminate the fifth central node of 
the quadrilateral 
quadrilateral element stiffness 
matrix in the local coordinate sys- 
tem derived from a matrix by elim- 
inating the fifth central node 
file storing the symmetric part of 
the B matrix pertaining to the 
differing element types and also 
storing zero elements to conform 
to the final AK1 matrix 
triangular shell element stiffness 
matrix in the local coordinate sys- 
tem 
C1 to C7 are of order (3,3), whereas 
C8 is of order (3,4); they are used 
for general computational work 
file storing lumped nodal masses 
file storing coordinates of nodes 
connected to any particular node 
being considered 
damping coefficients file for a node 
connected to a maximum of 14 
other nodes 
elastic stress-strain matrix for plate 
bending case 
direction cosine matrix of an ele- 
ment 
damping coefficients of a maximum 
number of 8 elements connecting 
a node 
damping force at a node corre- 
sponding to its 6 degrees of free- 
dom 
elastic stress-strain matrix for plane 
stress case 
element nodal forces file in its local 
coordinate system 
file storing the element numbers 
connected to a node 
file storing element nodal numbers 



















file storing element nodal numbers 
(a maximum of 8 elements stored in 
4 words in pairs as ZC(1)*1000+ 
ZC(2), etc.) connecting each node 
element material type indicator file 
element type indicator file 
file containing nodal numbers con- 
necting a node 
zero-deformation file storing the 
nodal number and the mode of the 
associated zero deformation 
B e  storing element numbers con- 
necting a node 
file storing element nodal numbers 
and its material type 
file storing 4 nodal numbers for 
each element 
material properties file containing 
Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio 
p, and damping coefficient c values 
for each material type 
external loading file 
nodal deformation file, the first 
three columns of which represent 
current nodal coordinates 
incremental nodal deformation file 
pertaining to each incremental sub- 
time step of the Runge-Kutta pro- 
cedure 
incremental nodal deformations 
pertaining to the nodes connecting 
the particular node under consider- 
ation 
accumulating nodal incremental 
deformations during a time interval 
of the Runge-Kutta step 
incremental revised nodal deforma- 
tion QI at half-time interval 
nodal velocity file 
accumulating nodal incremental 
velocity file during a time interval 
of the Runge-Kutta step 
nodal acceleration file 
Q22(NDF) file storing Q2 for use in the Runge- 
Kutta operations at subtime steps 
file storing reactions at contact 
points as well as at points of 
symmetry, i.e., reactions at zero- 
deformation nodes 
RF(N2D) 
S(NDF) nodal forces file 
ST(6”NEL) file storing element stresses ax, aY, 
and rXy at the top and bottom layer 
of the cross section, at the center of 
area of the element, and expressed 
in element local coordinate system 
TEL(NEL) element thickness file 
TINT(NIN) file storing incrementa1 time infor- 
mation 
file storing thickness of various ele- 
ment types 
files of order (3), excepting for V10, 
which is of order (4), used for stor- 
age purposes during various com- 
putations 
files of order (3) storing element 
nodal coordinates and used through- 
out the computations 
files of order (2) storing element 






The program IMAN is stored on tape; the control cards 
are those usually associated with the UNIVAC 1108. 
Data cards for a particular job should be prepared as 
follows : 
(1) Replace the first two PARAMETER cards in the 
main program with data relevant to the particular 
problem. The following cards, with appropriate 
data, are to be provided: 
@ FOR,S IMANJMANJMAN 
-10,ll 
PARAMETER NJ= , NEL= , NZD= , 
PARAMETER ITIME = , IPRINT= 
NMAT= ,NET= ,NIN= 
(2) Title of job:FORMAT (13A6), i.e., a maximum of 
78 words. 
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(3) Incremental time file: 
If ITIME= 0, read TI, incremental uniform 
time step: FORMAT(E11.3). 
If ITIME= 1, read TINT, incremental time 
steps file: FORMAT(3E11.3). Time intervals 
are to be set such that the numerical speed of 
wave propagation in the structure caused by 
impact remains greater than the speed of 
sound in the structure material. 
(4) VIN, IDFV: FORMAT (E11.3,15). 
(5)  Zero-deformation file IZD: FORMAT (5(215)). 
(6) Nodal coordinate file Q: FORMAT (3F9.4). 
(7) Element descriptions: 
Element nodal numbers, thickness, material, and 
element type indicators to be stored in files 
NNEL, TEL, IMT, and INLT: FORMAT 
(415,F8.4,214). 
Files NLT and TNLT containing element nodal 
numbers, material type, and thickness corre- 
sponding to each element type: FORMAT 
(515,F8.4). 
Material properties file PM containing E, p, and c 
values: FORMAT (E10.2,F6.2,F8.3). 
Nodal lumped masses file M containing all nonzero 
mass values: FORMAT (6E11.3) 
Nodal external loading file P :  FORMAT (6E11.3). 
The present program at  JPL is stored on tape (No. 30902, 
in this case), and the exact sequence of control and data 
cards immediately following the first @RUN card is as 
follows: 
@ASG,T TAPE 1, T, 30902W 
@ MSG PLEASE MOUNT TAPE REEL 30902W 
@COPIN TAPE 1 
@FOR,S IMAN, IMAN, IMAN 
-10, l l  
PARAMETER NJ= , NEL= , NZD= , 
NMAT= , NET= , NIN= 
PARAMETER ITIME= , IPRINT= 
@REWIND TAPE 1. 
@COPOUT , TAPE 1. 






F. Description of 
If IPRINT= 0, the following results are printed: 
Input files IZD, Q, NNEL, TEL, IMT, INLT, NLT, 
TNLT, P M ,  CMASS ,  P, and IELCON. 
File RF at end of each subtime step. 
File ST at end of revised halftime step and also at 
end of each full time step. 
Files DIR, S, Q, Q1, and Q2 at end of each full time 
step. 
If IPRINT = 1, then additional printouts of files S, Q, 
91, and Q2 are obtained. 
ents 
This section presents detailed descriptions of the indi- 
vidual program elements. Corresponding flowcharts and 
computer program listings are presented in Appendixes A 
and B, respectively. 
The main program IMAN performs the entire set of 
operations, including calling the subroutines at various 
stages and coordinating all such operations. The major 
computational steps are presented in this section. 
1 - Input of datu. This part of the program is primarily 
concerned with data input for a particular job. Details 
of input data preparation have been given separately in 
Section 111. 
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2. General computations. To prepare basic data for 
Runge-Kutta procedures, the following steps are per- 
formed: 
(1) SCAN is called to form file IELCON storing ele- 
ment numbers connecting each node. 
(2) Stiffness matrix B of each quadrilateral element 
type is formed using subroutine QDR. Matrix B is 
rearranged into AK1 and finally stored in B1 file. 
3. Runge-Kutta routine. For numerical extrapolation 
of accelerations and deformations, the following compu- 
tational procedure has been adopted for each small time 
interval (n  to n + 1): 
(1) To find the acceleration at the beginning of the 
time step, the following operations steps are per- 
formed: 
(a) DIEL is called to form DAMP and INODE 
arrays. 
(b) Damping force file DP is formed utilizing DAMP 
and Q1" files. 
(c) Acceleration file Q2" is computed from P ,  S, DP 
and CMASS files. 
(d) Support reactions files RF are computed at 
boundary and symmetry points from Q2 and 
CMASS files. 
(e) Q2" file is copied into Q22 so as to use it in the 
next substep. 
(f)  Accumulating incremental velocity and deforma- 
tion files QZ1 and QQI are updated. 
(2) To find the acceleration at the half time step, the 
following major computations are performed : 
(a) Extrapolated incremental deformation file QP+% 
(b) ACC is called to compute Q2"+% and RF files. 
(c) Q2"+% is stored into Q22 file. QI1 and QQI files 
is computed using files Q1" and Q2". 
are updated. 
(3) To compute revised sets of results at the half step, 
(a) File QIT% is computed from Q1" and Q2"+% files. 
(b) ACC is called to compute Q27.W and RF files. 
(c) STRESS is called to compute stress increments 
in the elements due to incremental deformation 
Q1F.W. 
the following procedure is used: 
(d) Q2FXis stored in Q22 file and QI1 and QQI are 
updated (to obtain QQI"" file). 
(4) To compute acceleration values at the end of the 
time step, the primary steps are as follows: 
(a) QI"" is formed from files Q1" and Q27G. 
(b) ACC is called, IUPDAT being 1 to compute 
Q2".l, RF, and nodaI forces incremental file S 
(denoted by S in ACC) = K?+'/zQQIn+l. 
(c) STRESS is called to compute incremental stresses 
in the elements due to QI"". 
(d) Element stresses ST"" = ST" + AST"+l are up- 
dated. 
(e) PREST is called to compute updated nodal forces 
by incorporating "prestress" effect and also to 
compute updated element nodal forces in the 
local coordinate system. 
(f) QZ1 file is updated to obtain QZl"+'. 
(g) Updated 0""' = Q" + QQI"'' and Q1"' = Ql" 
+ QIl"+I are next obtained. 
With the new updated files, the Runge-Kutta procedure 
is repeated for the next time step. 
. Subroutines of ~~~~ 
1.  Subroutine ACC. Subroutine ACC is called by 
IMAN to predict the nodal accelerations and support 
reactions at the end of each Runge-Kutta substep. It also 
computes the nodal force increments at the end of a 
full step, based on the accumulated incremental nodal 
deformations QQI. The primary computational steps for 
each node are as follows: 
(1) Subroutines DIEL, DFORCE, MELCON, and 
CON0 J are called to compute, respectively, the 
damping coefficients file DAMP and the nodal 
connection file INODE, the damping forces file DP, 
the element connection file M ,  and file C N J  having 
the current coordinates of connecting nodes which 
are being referred by file INODE. If the index 
IUPDATZO, then the CNJ file is updated by 
adding to it the appropriate elements of the revised 
half step incremental deformation file QIR. 
(2) Subroutine NIEL is called to form IEL, which lists 
nodal numbers of connecting elements of M. 
(3) Subroutine STIMAT is called to form the overall 
stiffness matrix AK corresponding to the node. 
Subroutine NQII is called to copy incremental 
deformation file QI and to form such file pertaining 
to the node. 
Reactive forces at supports and points of symmetry 
are computed as well as the acceleration values. 
If index IUPDAT + 0, then NQII is called to copy 
the accumulating incremental deformation file QQI 
and form QII file pertaining to the node. 
Increment is obtained in the nodal forces file S 
based on QII (i.e., QQI). 






X / subroutines SO5 and SO7 to perform the addition of sub- matrices to form the stiffness matrix of a triangular shell element. 
3. Subroutine ASSE . Subroutine ASSEMB is called 
by QoR to assemble the stiffness matrices C (15,15) of 
four triangular shell elements into the quadrilateral 
element stiffness matrix A (25,25). 
4. Subroutine CQZv0.l. Subroutine CONOJ is called 
primarily by ACC. It forms the CNJ file, listing the cur- 
rent coordinates of the nodes associated with the node 
under consideration by copying the current deformation 
file Q. 
5. Subroutine CQOR . Subroutine COORD is called 
by IMAN. It reads the initial nodal coordinates and stores 
them in the Q file. 
uadrilateral shell finite element with four 
subdivisions of triangular elements 
IEL. Subroutine DIEL is called by 
IMAN and ACC to generate the list of connecting nodes 
and also damping coefficients related to each node under 
consideration. A maximum of 14 nodes and eight elements 
are assumed to be connected to any node. The primary 
steps for each node are as follows: 
(1) Subroutine MELCON is called to form file M ,  
listing the element numbers connecting the node. 
Subroutine NIEL is called to form file IEL, listing 
connecting element descriptions pertaining to file 
M and denoted by their nodal numbers. 
(2) With information provided by files M and IEL, 
INODE, a list of nodes belonging to the connecting 
elements, is formed. 
(3) The damping coefficients file DAMP is computed 
using files P M ,  IEL, and INODE. 
. Subroutine CORT is called by 
fied version of CORT in ELAS 
(Ref. 6). CORT obtains coordinates of each of the four 
triangular shell elements in the local coordinate system 
(x,y,z) of the quadrilateral element (Fig. 1). 
10. Subroutine S .  Subroutine DIRCOS is called 
by STIMAT to obtain coordinate dserence of joints 1-2 
and 4-1 of a quadrilateral element, in the global coordi- 
nate system, while forming its direction cosines. 
CS. Subroutine DCS is called by sub- 
routine PREST to compute the direction cosines matrix 
DIR for any element. If INDEX = 1, DZR is based on 
en+' = Q" + QQI"", in which Qn and QQI"' are retained 
in their original forms. If INDEX = 0, DIR is based on 
Q" only. 
11. Subroutine E ~ ~ ~ ~ .  Subroutine ELEMT is called 
by IMAN to read information regarding the finite 
elements and to store such data in NNEL, TEL, IMT, 
INLT, NLT, and TNLT. 
8. Subroutine . Subroutine DFORCE is 
mping forces DP at a node. called by ACC to 
Files DAMP, INODE, 91, and Q2 are used. 
12. Subroutine . Subroutine ELIM is called by 
QDR. It reduces the A(25,25) matrix to the final quadri- 
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lateral stiffness matrix B(20,ZO) in the local coordinate 
system by eliminating the fictitious central point corre- 
sponding to the center of area of the quadrilateral element. 
13. Subroutine . Subroutine INV is called by 
ELIM to invert a matrix of order 5. 
14. Subroutine P EL^^^. Subroutine MELCON is 
called mostly by DIEL and ACC. It simply converts the 
element connection information from IELCON into M 
file for each node under consideration. 
15. Subroutine ~ ~ U ~ ~ .  Subroutine MMULT is 
called mostly by PREST, STIMAT, and STRESS to multi- 
ply any two matrices. 
16. Subroutine L. Subroutine NIEL is called 
mostly by DIEL and ACC and forms the list of nodal 
numbers of tne elements connecting a node. 
17. Subroutine N Q I I .  Subroutine NQII is called by 
ACC to list the incremental deformations at the particular 
node under consideration as well as at the connecting 
nodes. 
18. Subroutine PREST. Subroutine PREST is called 
by IMAN at the end of a Runge-Kutta time step to com- 
pute the updated nodal forces at the joints to include the 
"prestress" effect, the elastic nodal force increments for 
the time step having been already computed by sub- 
routine ACC and stored in S file. The subroutine also 
updates the element nodal forces file FEL at the end of 
the time step. The primary computational steps for the 
two distinct phases of calculations are given below. 
a. First phase. The newly oriented nodal force file is 
computed. The present S file contains elastic nodal force 
increments for the time step, whereas the FEL file stores 
the element nodal forces in the local coordinate system 
with reference to the geometry of the structure at the 
beginning of the current time step. The major steps for 
each node are as follows: 
(1) Subroutine MELCON is called to generate nodal 
element connection file M .  Elements of FEL per- 
taining to the node under consideration are copied 
into file SEL. 
(2) For each of the quadrilateral elements of M file, 
the following computations are next carried out: 
(a) Elements of FEL pertaining to the element 
under consideration are copied into file SEL. 
Subroutine DCS is called to form the direction 
cosine matrix DZR, based on the updated nodal 
deformation file at the end of the step; e.g., 
0"" = Qn + QQZn+I configuration. Utilizing 
SEL and DZR files, element nodal forces are 
obtained in the global coordinate system per- 
taining to the element geometry at the end of 
the time step, thereby automatically incorpora- 
ting the prestress effect and storing it in an 
appropriate file SS. 
(3) Elements of SS for each of the four nodes are 
added to the appropriate elements of the S file. 
Repeated computations involving steps 1 to 3 finally 
yield the updated nodal forces corresponding to the end 
of the Runge-Kutta time step under consideration. 
b. Second phase. The element nodal forces in the local 
coordinate system, stored presently in FEL, are updated 
to correspond to the geometry of the structure at the 
end of the time step. The following maior steps have - ,  
adopted for each element: 
- 
It is necessary to convert the elements of the 
QQZ"" file, pertaining to the element, in its local 
coordinate system. Subroutine DCS is called to 
form file DZR based on the structural configuration 
Qn at the beginning of the time step. Matrix 
multiplication of DZR and QQZ files is done to 
obtain the accumulating deformation increments 
file A in the local coordinate system. 
Element stiffness matrix AK1 is copied from B1 
file. The increment in element nodal forces is 
obtained by multiplying file A by AK1, the results 
being stored in the SELl (24) file. 
The incremental element nodal forces file of step 2 
is added to file FEL, which contains element nodal 
forces in the local coordinate system. The resulting 
file FEL is the updated element nodal forces file 
at the end of the time step. 
19. Subroutine B AT. Subroutine PROMAT is 
called by IMAN to read element material properties 
( E ,  p7 and c) and to store them in PM. 
20. Subroutine CA. Subroutine QCA is called by 
subroutine QDR. Given the coordinates of the four 
corners of a quadrilateral element in the global coordi- 
nate system, the subroutine computes the coordinates of 
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the center of area of the element as well as the area 
of its surface. 
sions of their respective counterparts in ELAS and are 
explained in brief detail only. 
Subroutine QCA is called to generate the coordi- 
nates of the center of area of the quadrilateral 
element, which is next divided into four triangular 
elements with apex at the center of area (Fig. 1). 
For each of the triangular elements the following 
computations are next carried out: 
(a) Direction cosines information is computed. 
(b) Subroutine CORT is called to obtain coordi- 
nates of triangular shell element nodes in the 
local coordinate system. 
(c) Subroutine S11 is called to generate the stiff- 
ness matrix of the element and store it in 
C( 15,15). 
(d) Subroutine ASSEMB is called to place elements 
of C in the overall quadrilateral element stiff- 
ness matrix A(25,25). 
Subroutine ELIM is called to eliminate the ficti- 
tious nodal point at the center of area of the 
quadrilateral element and to obtain the overall 
stiffness matrix of the latter in the local coordinate 
system, which is subsequently stored in B(20,20) 
in the order ul, . a * ,  u4, vl, -.. v4, wl,  -.e, w4, O,,, e . . ,  
o,, 9,,, . . *, ow4. 
Subroutine SCAN. Subroutine SCAN is called by 
IMAN to determine the element numbers connecting 
each node. Such information is then stored in IELCON. 
23. Subroutine S 5.  Subroutine SO5 is called by S11 
to generate the stiffness matrix of triangular elements 
under plane stress conditions. 
24. Subroutine S 7. Subroutine SO7 is called by S11 to 
form the stiffness matrix of triangular elements in bending. 
elements in the global coordinate system and assembling 
them simultaneously to form the overall stiffness matrix 
for the node. The essential steps for each element are 
as follows: 
(1) Stiffness matrix AK1 is copied for the quadrilateral 
element from array B1, which stores in-core such 
stiffness matrices in the local coordinate system 
for all different types of elements. 
(2)  Direction cosine matrix DIR pertaining to the 
element is next formed. AK1 is converted into the 
global coordinate system, the related formulation 
being AK1, = DIRT AK1, DIR, and the original 
matrix being replaced by the transformed one. 
(3) The elements in AK1 are placed in appropriate 
positions to form the overall stiffness matrix 
AK(6,90), utilization being made of nodal and 
element connection information provided by arrays 
M and IEL. 
27. Subroutine STRA. Subroutine STRA is not being 
used but has been retained for future use and may be 
utilized to transform the element matrices description 
from a local to an overall coordinate system. 
28. Subroutine S SS.  Subroutine STRESS is called 
twice by IMAN during a Runge-Kutta time interval to 
compute stresses at the center of area of each quadri- 
lateral element. Such calculations are performed at the 
end of the revised half step and also at the end of 
the full time step. The related major computational steps 
for each element are as follows: 
(1) The direction cosine matrix DIR is obtained for 
the element, based on Q", i.e., on the structural 
configuration at the start of the present time step. 
QCA is called to obtain surface areas of the two 
triangles into which the quadrilateral element has 
been divided by its diagonal. 
(2) The material matrix 0 3 3  is formed for the plane 25. Subroutine ,911. Subroutine S11 is called by QDR. It has been adopted from ELAS (Ref. 6) to generate 
stiffness matrices for triangular shell elements. Sub- stress case. 
routines ADM, STRA, SO5,S07, TRAN, TRIM, TRM, 
and INV used in this connection are the modified ver- 
(3)  Nodal coordinates are computed based on Q" and 
incremental deformations at the nodes based on 
-449% 
QP". Such values are transformed in the local 
coordinate system of the element to obtain matrix 
A(3,12). 
(4) For each of the two triangles the following proce- 
dures are next adopted: 
(a) The coefficient matrix C8(3,6) is formed from 
A. The deformation file DF is computed incor- 
porating effects of changes in normal curva- 
tures and surface twists, such fields being 
assumed constant throughout. 
(b) Triangular element stress increments are then 
obtained from 033, C8, and DF files. 
main components of the cells being a PPO container with 
silver-zinc negative and zirconium-silver positive plates. 
The program IMAN was utilized to analyze the PPO 
container of a 5-Ah cell, simulating its impact on a rigid 
surface at a velocity of 120 ft/s. Further analysis was 
performed on a negative plate subjected to an equivalent 
impact velocity of 10 ft/s, and such results are presented 
herein. The damping constants have been assumed to be 
zero for the rather short impact duration. 
z 1 r T H I C K N E S S  = 0.J 
(5) Average stress increments for the quadrilateral 
element are next calculated from such stresses in 
the two triangular elements obtained in step 4. 
29. Subroutine TRANSP. Subroutine TRANSP is called 
by subroutine ELIM; it transposes a given matrix A, 
storing the transposed matrix into a B matrix. 
30. Subroutine TRAN. Subroutine TRAN is called by 
STRA to transform the description of a vector from a 
local to an overall coordinate system. 
31. Subroutine TRIM. Subroutine TRIM is called by 
SO5 to generate certain matrices in connection with the 
derivation of the plane stress triangular element stiffness 
matrix. 
32. Subroutine T . Subroutine TRM is called by 
SO5 and SO7 to perform a triple matrix product of order 3. 
33. Subroutine UNIT. Subroutine UNIT is called 
mostly by DCS, STIMAT, and STRESS and is utilized to 
normalize a vector. 
34. Subroutine VECT. Subroutine VECT is called 
mostly by DCS, STIMAT, and STRESS to perform 
vector product operations. 
le S 
An earlier work (Ref. 7) presented details of high- 
impact dynamic response analysis of a PPO (polyphenyl- 
ene oxide) plate, the results of which were further com- 
pared with the equivalent linear analysis. Present work 
has mostly been in connection with the solution of 
heat-sterilizable, impact-resistant battery cells (Ref. S), the 
1.645 -/\THICKNESS = 0.12 
X 
attery eel1 container with finite element 
idealization (all dimensions in inches) 
Owing to its symmetric configuration, only one quarter 
of the PPO cell container structure is considered in its 
finite element idealization (Fig. 2). The masses are con- 
sidered to be lumped at the nodes and are based on the 
total mass of the cell. The primary relevant data used 
for the analysis are as follows: 
Impact velocity, ft/s 120 
Uniform time increment, s 0.138 X lC5 
13 
Number of such increments 34 
Total number of nodes 93 
Total number of finite elements 76 
Young’s modulus, lb/in.z 3.75 x 105 
Unit weight, lb/in.3 
Poisson’s ratio 0.33 
0.384 X le2 
Analyses of results depicting propagation of typical 
support reactions, nodal deformations, and element 
stresses are presented in Figs. 3-5, respectively. Max- 
imum compressive element stresses are found to be about 
10,000 psi, the corresponding yield stress being 17,600 
psi. The problem was solved on a UNIVAC 1108 com- 
puter, the run time being about 37 min. 
A negative plate of a 5-Ah cell was next considered for 
impact analysis, and the related finite element model is 
presented in Fig. 6. The wider upper part of the model 
is idealized as a uniform silver plate of an equivalent 
thickness of 0.013 in., thereby replacing the usual 
0.037-in.-thick silver grid. The masses are assumed to be 
lumped at the nodes and consist of the mass of the silver 
plates and the spongy zinc filling material. Associated 
relevant data used for the analysis are as follows: 
Impact velocity, ft/s 10 
Uniform time increment, s 0.19 x 10-5 
Number of such increments 35 
P 300 Total number of nodes 100 
2 
2 200 
b Total number of finite elements 78 
2 
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Results areipresented in graphical form in Figs. 7-10. 
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The flowcharts of the main program IMAN and the associated subroutines, 
arranged alphabetically, are presented in this appendix as Figs. A-1 through A-25. 
Each such program flowchart should be considered in conjunction with its 
respective description in Section IV and with the source program listing in 
Appendix B. The number associated with any block appearing in the flowchart 
refers to the first statement number in the corresponding program listing. An 
asterisk before the number indicates that the first statement in the block appears 
before the statement corresponding to the number, whereas an asterisk after 
the number indicates that the first statement in the block appears after the 
statement corresponding to the number. 
Flowcharts for subroutines adopted from Ref. 6 have not been reproduced here. 
T 32-T49 
Call  ELEMT to read 
elements information 
files NNEL,  TEL, IMT, 
INLT, NLT, and TNLT 
file IZD 
Call  COORD to read 
initial coordinate 
QIR, QQI, QI1, FEL 
and ST 
Print files NNEL,  TEL, 
IMT, INLT, NLT, 
and TNLT 
IPRINT = 0 
Read nodal mass and 
load, CMASS and P 
matrices and store 
Set counter NET, number 
of element types for I 
Set counter 4, number 
of nodes in on element, 
to J 
I 
Store symmetric part 





Set counter NIN, total 
number of time 
intervals, for J10  
1 T 32- 9 49 
Compute domping 
forces file DP 
'I 
Set counter 6 to 11 
~ 
Compute reactions file 
RF; set corresponding 
acceleration value = 0 
Check on counters 




f i l e  RF 
T 32-1498 
Set Q22 = Q2 compute 
files QI1 and QQI 
IPRINT = 0 Print files QI1 
and QQI 
To compute extrapolated 
acceleration values at 
half time step 
deformation f i le  QI 
b 
Cal l  ACC to compute 
acceleration at 
end o f  half time 
Print f i l e  Q2 
I 
I I 
Set Q22 = Q2 Compute 
files QI1 and QQI 
Print files QI I  
and QQ I 
I 
To compute revised 
Q2 f i le at  end of  
half time step 
Compute f i le QI 9 
compute revised 
acceleration at end 
of half time step 
Set counter NEL, number 
of elements to I 
increments in  
element due to 
Print file Q2 IPRINT = 0 
Print files 
Q I I  and 
IPRINT = 0 
To compute Q 2  f i le  
at end of current 
time step 
J RE 1 
e lements  
Q 
IPRINT = 0 Print f i l e  QI1 
J 32- 149 
Set counter NJ (number 
of nodes) for I 
Call subroutines 
DIEL, DFORCE, 
MELCON, a n d  
Print files AK a n d  
I Compute  fi les RF a n d  Q2 
N O  
Set counter K in i t ia l ly  
q u a l  to N1, the first 
node number of 
triangular element 
CON OJ 
Init ialize CNJ; 
set elements to zero 
Set counter I to 15, 
the maximum number 
of  nodes connecting 
Set counter 3 for M, 
signifying 3 sets of 
operations per block 
of displacements 
A Return 
~ ~ o w ~ ~ ~ r ~  of subroutine J 
(23 RETURN 
-3. ~~~w~~~~ 04  subroutine ASSE 
0 Return 
lowc 
J 32- 149% 
Set counter I1 to 6, 
Compute startin address 
in Q f i le of  efement 
Compute direction 
vectors V1 ond V2 of 
element sides 
connecting nodes 
1, 2 ond 1, 4 
respectively 
Col l  VECT to 
perform cross 
vector product of 
V1 and V2 ond 
form v3 
obtain direction 
cosines i n  X and 
Z directions 
from V1 and 
perform cross vector 
product of V3 and 
V1 to obtain V2 
matrix DIR by 
assembling VI,  V2, 
(3 Return 
art of subr~u~if le  B 
A 
Return i-2 
Fig. A-7. Flowchart of subroutine DF 
Subroutine 'T> 
Call MELCON 
and NlEL to 
I 
I I 
I Form nodal connection information f i le I lNODE 
Form damping 
coefficient f i le 
32- I498 
Find row locations i n  
INODE f i le of nodes 
1, 2, and 4 of 
quadrilateml element 
Compute coordinate 
difference of nodes 
1-2 ond 4-1 from 
f i l e  CNJ  and store 
i n  files V1 and V2 
c3 Return 
art of subroutine BIR 







Reorrange elements of  A 
and place elements 
pertaining to the four 
corner nodes into 
motrix B 
Copy matrices AK22 
and AK12 from A 
Cal l  TRANSP 
to form AK21, 
transpose of  
Call INV to 
compute 
Compute B 
B = B - AK12 * AK21 "L (3 Return 
26 
MELCON 
Copy f i le IELCON 
to form element 
connection f i le  M 
0 Return 
lowchart of subroutine 
MMULT 
Perform matrix multipli- 
cation A X 6 and 
store product i n  C 
0 Return 
art of s u ~ ~ o u t i ~ e  
Set element nodal 
description f i le 
maximum number of 
elements at a node 
23 Return 
4. ~ I ~ w c ~ a r ~  of subroutine 
J T 32-7498 
PREST 
Subroutine 52- 
lnit iolize f i le QII. 
Set elements to zero 
Set counter I1 to 15 
the maximum number 
of nodes connected 
to o node 
Copy elements of  
incremental defor- 
mation f i le  QI 
pertaining to node 
INODE (11) into 
f i le QII 
 
28 
Add nodal force increment 
f i le  computed by 
ACC, to obtoin updated 
Set counter NEL on 14 
I 
Cal l  DCS to 
form DIR f i le  based 
on Qn configura- 
tion 1 
Using DIR and QQI files, 
form accumulating nodol 
deformotion f i le  A in  
local coordinate system 
matrix A K l  from 61 






matrix B from A by 
eliminoting fictitious 
central Doint 
Read E, p, and c 
for each element 
moteriol types 
(53 Return 
-17. Flowchart of subroutine P~~~~~ 
Let the quodriloteral 
element be divided 
i n  two triongles by 
1 ond 2 
Compute center of 
areas of the triangular 
elements 1 and 2 
Compute area and 
coordinates of center 
o f  orea of the quad- 
riloterol element 23 Return 
Subroutine Y 
compute coordinates 
of center of area of 
quadrilateral element 
represent each of 
four triongular elements 
of the quodriloteral 
element 
Cal l  subroutine CORT 
to obtain coordinates 
of nodes of triangular 
element in local 
A 
Col I subroutine S 1 1  to 
compute triangular 
element stiffness '  matrix C 
to place elements o f  
C in overall 
quadriloteral element 
stiffness matrix A 
23 Return 
J RT 32-1498 9 
Set file IELCON 
Initialize f i le  IC. 
Set element number 
counter J in i t ia l ly  
I 
Set counter K in i t ia l ly  
Set relevant element 
o f  IC to J 
N o  
ig. 
30 -3498 
Set element number 












deformations in  
local coordinate system 
C8 for triangle I from 
f i le A 
Form deformation matrix 
DF for triangle I 
Form f i le  C8 for 
triangle I1 from 
Form DF f i le  for 
triangle II 
Using C8 and DF files, 
compute stresses in  
the element  
Combine stresses i n  
elements I and I I  
to obtain average 
stress in the 
quadrilateral element - 23 Return 
Compute stresses in the 
element using C8 
and DF files 
J MICA L T 32-7498 31 
3 
TRANSP 
Set motrix B as 
tronspose of 
(i? E-turn 
Compute length of vector 
Normalize vector G c.3 Return 
Subroutine 9 






Tables B-1 through B-35 present the program listings of the main program 
IMAN and the associated subroutines, arranged alphabetically. Detaaed explana- 
tions of the associated variables and arrays may be obtained from Section 111. 
33 
7 M A I N  D R I V E R  PROGRAM I M A N  I M A N O O I l l  
C GENER A L I Z E D  H I G H  IMP ACT D Y N A M I C  R m O N S E  A N A L V S I S  OF 
C NON L I N E A R  STRUCTURES 8 V  U.K.GUPT4. IMANODD3 
C STRUCTURAL I D C A L I S A T I O N  IS BASED ON F I N I T E  E W E N T  METHOD U Z I N G  ILI ANDOOV 
C Q U A D R I L A T E R A L  S H E L L  ELEMENTS.  IMANDDOS 
C M A T R I X  DIS PLACEMENT METHOD E M P L O V I N G  A NODEMISE p-1 IMAND~~~ 
C -OR RUNGE-KUTTA APPROACH IS ADOPTED FOR T H E  S O L U T I O N  I M A N 0 0 0 7  
C THE P R O G R A W  TC G-y INVOULI)L~ I A P ~ F  
C O E F O R M A I I O N S  I N C L U D I N G  L A R G E  R O T A T I O N S  OF T H E  F I N I T E  ELEMENTS. I M A N D O D 9  
PARAMETER N J Z 9 ~ ~ 7 6 . N Z O  r U 5 . N M I T I L . N E T - 6 . N I N r 1 5  1bjA- 
PARAMETER ITIME=OIIPRINT:O I M A N D D I l  
P- N O F = 6 1 m I  : 3 0 n t u  -.NF)7U:79*NFI T " A W  
C F I R S T  T U 0  PARAMETER CARDS MUST J E  CHANGED FOR E A C H  PROBLEM. I M A N O O I  3 
D I M E p m a  ) . p p 1 .  TyAa 
L I 2 O l N Z D ~ 2 I ~ T J O B l 1 3 1 . I E L C O N l N J * 9 l ~ C ~ l 3 l ~ C 2 l 3 l ~ C 3 l 3 1 ~ C 4 l 3 1 ~ C 7 l 3 l ~  I M A N 0 0 1 5  
3 Q I I l 9 0 1 ~ Q Q I I N D F l ~ Q I R l N O F ) . O I I N O F l ~ ~ l ~ l N O F l ~ Q 2 l N D F l * Q 2 2 l N D F l ~  I M A N O O l 7  
,uM(uLuL 
5DMl 81 ~ C N J l 1 5 ~ 3 l r B L I N E T I l ~ R F I N ~ D l  e 0 3 3 1  3.31 . E 2 2 1 3 0  3 l r 0 1 R l 3 . 3 1 .  l M A N D O I 9  
6 N I  T I O . S I ( N S T I . F E I ~ U F L T Y I  T*bYOnlr! 
U R l T E l 6 . 1 1  I M A N 0 0 2 1  
I F O R M A T l l H l l  r w m  
R E A O I S r Z I  TJOB I M I N O 0 2 3  
7 F n W M U t I T 1 6 1  r * n  
N 3 r U  I M A N D O Z S  
TtJ"5rO 
I N O P Z O  I M A N O O Z 7  
IFIITI)(F.FR.OI G" T O  U I  
R E A D l 5 . 1 9 9 1  I T I N T I I I ~ I ~ L ~ N I N I  I M A N O O 2 9  
G O  TO 2 2 5  I M A  NOD 3 1  
2 2 2  -31 TT - 
2 2 3  F O R M A T l E L I . 3 I  I W A N 0 0 3 3  
D O  ZZV I - I . N I N  I M U l U l L L  
2 2 9  T I N T I I I ~ T I  I M A N 0 0 3 5  
225 C.Wd.UMUE 1"- 
C S E T T I N G  I N I T I A L  V E L O C I T V  F I L E  IMANOO 3 7  
REAO IS ~ 4 1  V I N . I O F V  ink- 
9 F O R M A T I E I 1 . J . I S I  I M A N O D 3 9  
D O  5 I = I . N O F  I M A W C L U L  
5 Q L I I I = O ~ O  IMANOOVL 
00 6 I r IOFW.NDF.6  
6 Q l I l I = V I N  I M A N D D 9 3  
R E A 0 1 5 . 7 1  l I I Z O I I . J I . . l r b Z I r I r l . N Z O )  I M A N D D V 4  
7 F O R M A T 1 5 1 2 I S 1 1  IMANOOYS 
0 0  8 I = l . N Z D  
J ~ 1 l 2 D I I ~ L I - L 1 + 6 r I 2 O 1 1 ~ 2 1  TMANOO97 
8 Q l l J I = O ~ O  IMANOOYa 
Y R I T E 1 5 . L I  fMANOOV9 
U R U L l h X J  7508 IWAN- 
9 F O R M A T I L H  1 3 1 6 1  I M A N D 0 5 1  
Y R I T 1 l 6 . 1 1  IHAN- 
U R I  TE 16.161 I I M A N 0 0 5 3  
161  F O R M A T I Z Z H  w.70 D E F O R m  F I I E I  IHAN- 
Y R l T E  16.1601 I M A N O D S S  
InPN0056 
U W . 1 6 2 1  1 1 1 7 0 1 ~ 0 I ~ I  1 0 : 1 . 7 1 ~  1"UMS.l.- 
1 6 2  F O R M A T I I H  2 1 5 1  IMANOOSB 
Y R l T E  16.1 1 ry1yno59 
URITEl6.1631 I M A N 0 0 6 0  
1 6 3  FO-I V F I  O r l T V  1 0 1 1  F I i F >  TypLlnn61 
Z I C  I B) llugl. v 11 3 1  . V Z t  31 ,  v 3 I 3  I, v 9 I 3  I  
9 C t  U n F  ,p,, 7 U . , Y ,  ,c. ,. 
IrlYnn)R 
1 9 9  F o W I l . T ,  WAU-  
I**N0(196 
S - F l l E i % A T  C l H  l /LL _._____. ~- 
U R I T E 1 6 . 1 6 0 1  I M A N D 0 6 2  
U r ) T T F ~ C ~ 1 7 7 1  I-nFI rvru- 
C S E T T I N G  I N I T I A L  COOROINATE AND D E F O R M A T I O N  F I L E  l M A N D O 6 V  
r a t ,  P O O P n 1 0 . N n F I  m 
YRITEl6.11 I M A N D 0 6 6  
Y R L I L G r l S u  T y I y n n p 7  
165 F O R M A T l 3 8 H  I N I T I A L  D E F O R R A T I O N l N O O A L  COORD. F I L E 1  I M A N D O 6 8  
YR I T E L K .  1601 7- 
Y R I T E 1 6 . 1 7 2 1  I O I U L D I ~ K l O ~ L ~ N O F I  IMANOO 7 0  
021 I I Z0.D IMANOO 7 2  
on ID_I=I.NOF ,*AN- 
3 2  Cltll=OJl T- 
C TO REAO ELEMENT NODAL NUMBERS.THICKNESS AND M A T E R I A L  T V P E  I U A N O O B Z  
CdLL -1 T.NI T . l U 1  1e-W T Y I L l n n R I  
Y R I T E 1 6 . 1 1  I M A N D O 8 4  
I K l D = l . N E L I  IRbN0089 
168 F O R R A T I I H  YIS.FB.Y.2lVI I M A N O O 9 0  
W T E  I 6 v U IUAMO091 
U R I T E l 6 .  1 1 3 1  I M A N O D 9 2  
Y R I T E I 6 . 1 6 0 1  l H A N 0 0 9 4  
UR I T E  16 1191 I M A N 0 0 9 5  
C TO R E A D  M A T E R I A L  PROPERTV M A T R I X  I M P N O 0 9 7  
C A L L  P R O M A T I P M ~ N M A T . 3 1  I MANOD 38 
Y R I T E 1 6 . I I  IMPIN- 
Y R I T E l 6 . 1 6 9 1  IMANOLDO 
169 F O R M A T l 2 5 H  M A T E R I A L  P R O P E R T T E S  F I L E 1  - I M A N D l O L  
URfTE16.1601 f M A N O l O 2  
Y R I T E l 6 . 1 7 0 )  IIPRlUlO~LLOI.L1O~L~3l~KlOzl.NRIT1 
1 7 0  F O R R A T I I H  ElO.Z.F6.3.F8.31 I M A N 0 1 0 9  
R E A D 1  5 r  11 I I C N I S S I I ~ ~ I = L I N O F I  
R E A O I S ~ I 1 1  I P I I I . I = L , N D F I  l M A N 0 1 0 6  
U R I T E l 6 . 1 1  I M A  NO 10 8 
Y R I T E  16 * 1 7  1 1  
1 7 1  F O R M A T I L 6 H  NODAL MASS F I L E 1  I M A N O l l D  
U R I T E  16.1601 THAN- 
Y R I T E 1 6 ~ 1 7 2 l  I C M P S S I K L O I . K L O ~ L I N D F I  I M A N O 1 1 2  
172 F O R M I I T I L H  6 U 5 . 6 1  - A I L  
1 1 3  F ( I I U / l T I  IBH FI FHFNT TYPE F T I  E l  T * P . N 0 0 9 3  
I I N L T  I K  10 v L 1 D  1 .L 1011.51 .TNLT I K  10 I r K  10-1 .NET I 
118 F O R M A T I L H  5 1 5 r F 8 . 4 1  I M A N D D ~ ~  
11 F O R M A T l 6 E L L . 3 1  IlllNOtOl 
Y R l T E 1 6 .  I 1  IHA&dQU.L 
U R I T E 1 6 . 1 7 3 1  I M A N D 1  I 5  
173 F O R M A l l l 7 H  ii&U!- FORCE F r l F l  I*1N0116 
1 .NDFI  T H A U i l U L  
C A L L  SCAN(IELCOWINNEL.IC.NJ~NEL.N~~ I M A N W  
U R I T E  16.1601 I R A N 0 1 1 7  
C TO FORM ELEMENT NUMBER F I L E  C O N N E C T I N G  I N D I V I D U A L  NODES I M A N O l 1 9  
U R I T E  I 6  - 1 1  I M A N O I 2 L  
1 7 5  F O R M A T 1 3 7 H  ELEMENT NODE CONNECTION F I L E I I E L C O N I I  
Y R f T E 1 6 . L 7 6 1  l l I E L C O N l K L O ~ L L D l ~ L I O r l . O ) ~ K L O r l ~ N J I  I M A N O t 2 5  
C T O  F O R M  Q U A D R I L A T E R A L  ELEMENT S T I F F N E S S  M A T R I C E S  AND STORE I l 4 A N D l Z  7 
1 7 6  F0WAIl.U V I I D I  I M A N L 1 L K  
ILO 108 I r 1 , N C T L  r * u u U z L  
1 0 8  BIIII=O.D I H A N O 1 2 9  
DO I 2  I - b N E T  
DO 80 JZ1.V I M A N 0 1 3  L 
r*P11013n 
GO T O  8 5  I M A N O l Y l  
GO T O  8 5  I M l Y 0 1 9 3  
8 3  C3-1 T Y A l [ L L Y L  
. ... 
14 r V r . , 7 ~ , , , ,  lnuLuuL 
8 5  C O N T I N U E  I M A N O I V S  
I M = N L T l  I. S I  I M A N O k V 7  
. ... 
D 3 3 1 2 ~ 1 1 ~ 0 3 3 1 1 ~ 2 1  IMANOL%& 
0 3 3 1 2 ~ 2 1 = 0 3 3 1 1 ~ 1 1  I M A N O 1 5 9  
E 2 2 1 1 . 1 1 = G  I M A N 0 1 6 1  
E 2 2 1 2  v 2 1:s IHANQMz 
T E - T N L T I I I  I M A N D 1 6 3  
D 3 3 1 3 . 3 1 - F M r I 1 L . D - V M U 1 l 2 . 0 1  Ilr\N0160 
1 2 1  R F I I 1 Z O . O  I H A U ( l l 9 1  
C RUNGE K U I T A  S O L U T I O N  I M A N O I  96 
D O  100 J L O Z L . N I N  W A M W  
JLOD=JLD l t i A N O l 9 8  
I F 1  T I 1  100. LOO. ZOO l M A N D 2 0 0  
200 C O N T I N U E  ln&a?nL 
D O  99  JS=L.NDF I M A N 0 2 0 2  
QJLIJ91:O.O ILIWLUILL 
Q Q f l  J91=O.O I W A H O 2 0 9  
T 1 : T I I T l J l O l  --III.IND1SS 
. ~~. 
O I l J 9 1 Z 0 . 0  T M A N W  
QZZIJ91=0.0 I M A N O 2 0 6  
99 QIRl. l9lrO.O l M A N W  
C T O  F I N D  A C C E L E R A T I O N  A T  B E G I N N I N G  OF S T E P  I M A N D 2 0 9  
3 3  D P I I L I - C O  I M A N O 2 1 7  
DO 7 2  11-1.6 I M A N O Z l B  
J ~ 6 ~ 1 1 - 1 1 + 1 1  I R A N U  
O Z l J I ~ l l P l J l - S l J I l - D P ( f 1 I l / C M A S S l J l  I n  AN 02 ZC 
l F l I ~ E P . I ~ D l I 2 ~ 1 l . A N D . I L . E O . I Z D o )  GO T O  1 2 3  l M A N O 2 2 2  
I 2 2  C O N T I N U E  L W W 2 Z 3  
G O  T O  7 2  ?.MAN0229 
- -.____ DO 1 2 2  1 2 Z l . N Z D  I M A N D Z L L  
IL , k : l . b  
1 2 3  R F l ~ 2 l ~ - Q Z I J l ~ ~ I  IMAN- 
I F  I R F  11 21 I 72 .226 .226  I H A N O 2 2 6  
3 
In- U R I T E l 6 . 1 6 0 1  I M A N O 3 4 O  2 2 6  02cJ1=0 .0  - _ _  
F l C 1 . C J l  I M A N 0 3 0 3  
I M A N D 2 2 8  DQ 1 3 5  I=- 
I M A N D 2 2 9  
lnMm%lL 
CAI L -F .m. m. PM. 0 3 3 . 0 ~ ~ .  I n 1  s I N L T . 1  7 2  C O N T I N U E  l c l = I c I ~ L  
I C O U N T = I C O U N T + I C I  W I T E 1 6 . 1 3 2 1  T.ICUILIU.LLO=I.31. rCIIIln).TlOrLrU L u A M l % L  
URITE16.11;:;; 
1 3 2  F O R R A T I L H  16.E17.4.5E14.41 I R A N 0 3 4 5  
I F I I P R I N T ~ E O ~ O I  GO TO 6 7  I M I N O 3 4 1  
V R I T E l 6 . 2 1 9 1  J L O  I H A N O 3 4 9  
l M A N O 2 3 7  7 1 9  F O l L L U W O H  0 7  F I L E  FOR P F V T r F O  C T F P  Nn.=-T71 TYAU(LIuL 
N W 7 R  Y R I T E l 6 . 1 6 0 1  I M A N  0 3 5  I 
2 2 7  F O R M A T l 2 7 H  NODE D I R E C T I O N  R E A C T I O N 1  I M A N O Z 3 9  URITE(6.172)(0711(10I.KLO-t.NRFI uIlLI*(uv 
u ~ T T E ( S . 1 6 0 ) u -  6 7  C O N T I N U E  I l k  NO 35 3 
~ ~ I T E 1 6 . 2 0 6 1  l I Z D l K 1 O ~ L I ~ I 2 O I K 1 0 ~ 2 I r R F l K I O ~ ~ K L O ~ \ ~ N Z D I  I M A N O  2 4 1  on 47 TII-NOF ru8uU.s.L 
2 0 6  F - T l l H  TP-17.61 4 2  o I R l I ) z O I < I I  I M A N 0 3 5 5  
DO $3 I = I . N O F  , * A N o l l h  
0221 1 1 = 0 2 1  I1 1 M A N 0 3 5 7  
1 F l I P R I N T . E Q . O I  GO T O  9 7  
a l{UZU 111 1.TI.O 2 1  1 I / w] T W A N W  
O O I l I ~ ~ O O I I I l r T I ~ * 2 ~ ~ O 2 l I ~ ~ 6 . D l  I M A N 0 3 5 9  
4 3  Q O f ( f T l r l l * O t I T I  rrylYa3611 
I F I I P R I N T - E O - D l  GO TO 68 l M A N 0 3 6 1  
W R I T E  1 6 ~ 1 1  T R A N a 3 6 L  
U R I T E 1 6 . 2 1 L I  JLO I R A N 0 3 6 3  
2 3 1  F Q R M A T I J I H  O T I  F T I E  -D FOR LZEp_11O-=T31 TYlNOlCll 
U R I T E l 6 ~ L 6 O I  I M A N 0 3 6 5  
R T T F  I C  . I  7 7 1  I O T  -1 rNr.uE&L 
U R I T E 1 6 . 1 1  I M A N 0 3 6 7  
I M A N 0 2 5 5  nR T T T W -  
~ ~ - 7 1  .110 a 2 1 2  F O R M A T l 3 1 H  001 F I L E  R E V I S E D  FOR S T E P  NO.1131 I M A N 0 3 6 9  YRITEl6.II 
I M A N 0 2 5 7  YBLIE16.I§ru Tm,wn?JL 
V R I T E l 6 ~ 1 7 2 I  ( O O I i K I O I r K I O ~ l r N O F I  I M A N 0 3 7 1  
Y R I T E 1 6 . 1 7 2 1  I O I L l K 1 0 l ~ K L O ~ l ~ N O F I  I M I N O 2 5 9  68 r O Y l T N l l F  r ” m n u . 2 -  
Y R T T E 1 6 . I ) U C  T O  F I N O  A C C E L E R A l I O N  V A L U E S  A T  END OF T I M E  S T E P  I H A N 0 3 7 3  
I N A N 0 2 6 1  IFITNDZ.FO.[II rn i n  u i  IkmJxzL 
2 0 8  F- FT1  F AT S T A R T  FOR S T W m 3 1 T 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 6 7  4’4 I F I I N O P - E O . 0 1  GO TO 4 5  I M A N D 3 7 5  
U R I T E l 6 . 2 0 8 ~  J L O  
I R A N 0 2 6 3  45 00 46 I 1 L v N D F  I M U U U K  
- & . I 7 7 1  (-hlOFl 7 1 4 d y o z 6 9  4 6  0 1 1 I I ~ T 1 ~ 1 0 t 1 1 1 * T 1 * 0 2 1 1 1 / 2 . 0 l  l M A N 0 3 7 7  
Y R I T E I 6 .  1601 
I M A N O 2 6 5  IF l lPPINT.EB. ( I l  GO TO 6 9  r M A N 0 L Z . L  
U R I T E l 6 . I I  I M A N 0 3 7 9  
U R I T E 1 6 . 2 2 0 1  J10 I R A N 0 2 6 7  I H A N D 3 8 L  
I R A N 0 2 6 9  Y R I T E  16.1601 I M A N 0 3 8 L  
I M A N O 2 7 1  6 9  C O N T I N U E  I M I N O 3 8 4  
C A L L  ACC(DAMPIINOOE . T I * Q  I*QZ.DP.NOf. 1.O.I~IELCON.CNJ.O~ I f  L.NNEL. I W 1 N 0 3 8 5  
I M I N O  2 7 3  L N E L ~ A K ~ A K L ~ V l ~ U 2 ~ V 3 . Y V . O I I ~ O I ~ O I R I P . S ~ C M A S 5 ~ N J ~ O O l ~ ~ ~ R F ~ N Z O ~ I 2 O ~ ~ ~ I M A N O 3 8 6  
I M A N 0 2 7 U  I M A N 0 3 8 7  
I M A N 0 2 7 5  Y R I T E l 6 .  1601 I M A N Q 3 8 8  
Y R l T E 1 6 . 2 2 1 1  J L O  l M A N 0 3 8 9  
I M A N O 2 7 7  2 2 1  F I I R M A T l 2 8 H  R F  F I L E  AT EN0 O F  S T E P  NO. = I 3 1  I M A N D 3 9 0  
I M A N 0 3 9 I  
Y R I T E  (6.160) I M A N 0 3 9 3  
’O-
I M A N 0 2 3 3  L 3 5 F  r*AlloL%L 3 1  C O N T I N U E  
Y R I T E l 6 . 2 0 4 1  J L O  
Y R I T E i 6 .  1601 
- 5 I A p -  
I M A N O 2 4 3  
U R I T E 1 6 . 1 7 2 1  ( Q Z ( K I O I . K L O = I . N O F l  
0 2 2 ( 1 1 = 0 2 1 1 1  
2 0 7  F O R M A T I J Z H  011 F I L E  A T  START FOR S T E P  NO.=131 
6 2  C O N T I N U E  
C T O F I N D L € L % L E S I E P r n ) l N ( ] Z 6 6  
3 5  $-2 2 0  F O R M A T I 2 8 H  0 1  F I L E  AT END O F  S T E P  NO.2131 I W A N O 3 8 l  
3 7  OIiTI + 1 1 7 , * * 2 I * O ~ B . 0 1  IMAN- UR I T E  1 6 . 1 7 2 l  I P I 1  K LO 1 .K LO= L.NOF I I M A N 0 3 8 3  
IF I INDS.EO.01  GO T O  3 5  
36 00 3 7  I l l r N O F  
Z l  T I  - 0  I I T  I I / 7 .  c 
l F l I P R I N T . E P ~ O l  GO T O  6 3  
U R I T E l 6 . 2 1 4 l  J L O  
Y R I T E l 6 . 1 6 0 1  
UR T 1 6 .  7 
6 3  C O N T I N U E  U R I T E 1 6 . 1 6 0 1  A L L  A C C I O A M P H d n  
2 0 2 2  .NE I .NET I . B  1 r I N L T  #OM .PM . IMT rNMA 1. I P R I N T  1 2 1 4  F O R U A T I 4 4 H  P I  F I L E  A T  S-OF H A I F  STEP FOR S T E P  NO.=131 
k W 7 6  
L N E L ~ A K ~ A K L ~ V I ~ ~ 2 ~ V 3 ~ V 4 ~ O I I ~ O I ~ O I R I P . S . C S ~ N J ~ ~ O I ~ O ~ R F ~ N ~ O ~ I 2 O ~ B ~  I H A N 0 2 7 9  VRIiEr6.Z271I*1Un192 
I M A N 0 2 8 l  1- 
215 F O R M A T I 3 S H  RF F I L E  AT H A L F  S T E P  FOR STEP N O . z I 3 1  I M l N O 2 8 3  U I 1 I T F 1 6 . 1  ,110 T u A M l 3 L  
Y.I ~~~~~~~I*~YOZBO 1 2 4  F O R M A T l 5 8 H  O I R  F I L E  FOR C O N F I G U R A T I O N  P I N 1  A 1  END OF I N + L I  S T E P  N O I M A N 0 3 9 7  -
I R A N 0 2 8 6  U R I T E l 6 . 1 6 0 1  T M A N [ U 9 e  U R I T E l 6 . 1 6 0 1  
I F I I P R I N T I E Q . O I  GO T O  6 4  I M A N 0 2 8 8  1 2 5  F Q R M A T l U 6 H  FLFM- UL $ x x  I X I  8x2 171*1111[11 
U R I T E l 6 . 2 1 6 1  J L O  
Y R I T E ( 6 .  1601 
Y R I T E  16 s 11 1 ~ ~ ~ 0 3 9 5  
Y R I T E  16,1601 
1 - 1 7 3 1  
9 4  
I*IUOIRI Y R I T E I 6 * L 2 5 l  I M I N O 4 0 0  
dYdYnll9 L X  L Y V  L I Z  L Z X  L Z Y  L Z Z l  I R A N 0 4 0 2  
DO 1 3 8  I Z 1 . N E L  IMANOYOU 
I MAN0 2 9 0  
IRANOZSZ PA,, C T Q F C C I I . Y F l . U F ,  . C . v , . 7 u , , -  
e T T F ( C . 1 7 7 ) n F I  1 C l . C 3 1  I M A N 0 4 0 6  
6 4  C O N T I N U E  I M A N 0 2 9 4  UP T T F  -3 ,.I, n- 17-1 .3 I .  ,,- T y D i h l n l l n l  
0 2 2 1 1 1 = 0 2 1 I I  I M A N O 2 9 6  Tt;6* IT -U + I -_ Twbllnlln9 
“ 9 9 1  00 1 3 3  I2:1.3 I M A N O l t l O  
38 0011 I ) = O Q I l l I + 7 l i r 2 * l O Z i  1116.0) I M A N 0 2 9 8  ‘iT I , , ,  a , , . r  I , , , ,  KAUnALL 
l F P p -  s T l l l r 3 ~ = S T l I 1 . 3 ~ * C 3 l I Z l  I M A N 0 4 1 2  
Y R I T E l 6 s  L I  I M A N 0 3 0 O  1u T I  11 l I 1  - A n A u L u L  
rW1N11415 
-S--126 F O R M A T I L H  16 rF15 .5 .8F12 .51  I M A N D V O B  
- x L L I - _ _ _ _ - T Y l Y O I n l  1 3 8  C O N T I N U E  I M A N O V l 4  
U R T T T  Y R I T E 1 6 . 1 3 7 l  J L O  I M A N 0 4 1 6  
U R I T E I 6 . L 7 2 1  I O I L I K I O I ~ K L O ~ L ~ H O F I  I M A N 0 3 0 4  1 3 7  F-F<<FC A T  FNn O F  C T F P  Nn - 1 X l  d U f l U l 7  
Y R I T E  16.  L6UI  I M A N 0 4 1 8  
I M A N O 3 0 6  Y ~ W  - l n & I a U L  
* R I T E 1 6  .I601 I M A N O 4 2 0  
U R I T E l 6 . 2 1 0 1  J I O  
I M A N O J O 8  l M 4 N a v z l  
1 1 = 6 * 1 1 - 1 1 +  1 I M A N 0 4 2 2  
U R I T E l 6 . 1 6 0 1  
65 C O N T I N U E  I M A N 0 3 1 O  17=71+5 T M l N O Y Z L  
U R I T E l 6 . 1 3 2 1  I ~ l S T l K I O l ~ K l O : I L ~ I 2 l  I R A N 0 4 2 4  
1 F l I N D S - E O . O I  GO TO 39 I M A N 0 3 1 2  134 C n N T l N U E  Iw1uny25 
39 I F I I N O P . & O I  GO T O  40 C A L L  P R E S T l J L O ~ S ~ N O F ~ F E L ~ N E L 2 4 ~ B L . N E T L . g . a O I ~ N N E L ~ N E L ~ I E L C O N ~ N ~ ~ U ~ I M A N O 4 2 6  
40 DO 41 I:l.NOF I R A N 0 3 1 4  I AK1. TNI T 1 r l u n n ! a L  
4 1  p I I I I ~ T I + l O I L W Z - O  . *  T I  Q j 3 3 1 1 8 . 0 1  T n 1 N D 3 1 5  UR I T E  16.1 I I M A N O P 2 8  
I F l I P R I N T . E O . O >  GO T O  66 I M  AN 03 1 6  u-i . ! i n  r m  
W T E I 6 . 1 1  IRIN03LI 1 4 1  F O R M A T l U 2 H  NODAL FORCES IS F I L E 1  A T  END OF S T E P  N O . r I 3 1  I R A N 0 4 3 0  
Y R I T E  I 6  1 2  1 7  I J 10 I U A N 0 3 L B  U C X  
2 1 7  F O R M A T I 3 O H  01 F I L E  R E V I S E D  FOR S T E P  NO.Z I31  I M I N O  31 9 Y R I  TE i 6 2 2 8  I I H k N D 4 3 2  
I M A N 0 3 2 0  2 2 8  F O R M A T l 9 4 H  W O E  ALONG X A l O N G  Y A M  2 I W W L  
k R I T E 1 6 . 1 7 2 1  I O I I K L O ~ ~ K L O = L I N O F I  f*PNPI7) I ABOUT X ABOUT Y ABOUT ZI I R A N 0 4 3 4  
U R I T E 1 6 . 1 6 0 1  
66 C O N T I N U E  I M A N 0 3 2 2  W l l E t b 1 6 0 1  1hUtWlIL 
C A L L  A C C I  OAMP.INODE.TI.0 1.0 2.OP. NOF. 2.0. I. IELCON.  CNJ.J. IEL. NNEL. I M A N 0 3 2 3  00 2 3 0  I-L.NJ I M A N O 4 3 6  
20Z2.NET. N E T 1  .Bl . tNLl .OU.PM. IMT.  NMAT. I P R L N T I  1 2 = I L + 5  I M A N O 4 3 8  
-2 2 9  F O R M A T I l H  I4.6EL5.61 IMANOUYO 
Y R I T E  16.160) YR I T E  16 * 11 I R A N 0 4 4  2 
I M A N 0 3 3 0  ~- U R I T E l 6 . I V Z I  JLO I M A N O O 4 3  Y R I T E 1 6 . 2 2 7 I  
U R I T E l 6 . 2 0 6 )  I I 2 0 I X I O ~ I 1 ~ I Z 0 1 K I O ~ 2 1 ~ R F 1 K 1 0 1 ~ K 1 0 ~ ~ ~ N Z 0 1  I M I N O 3 3 2  U R I T E l 6 , 1 6 0 1  ~ IMANOVYS 
Y R I T f ( 6 . 1 7 2 1  I F E L I K 1 0 1 . K l O : 1 . N f L Z U I  I M 4 N U 4 4 6  
I M A N 0 3 3 4  5 3  C O N T I N U E  I M I N O 5 9 7  
130 F O R M A T I S O H  STRCSSSES FQB R E V L S L a  H A L F  SZEP FQ6 f JHC STW &:I31 18- 00 4 7  I=L .NOF I M A N 0 4 4 8  
Y R I T E I B .  1301 J10 
W R I T E I ~ I  1601 IMAN0336 - U 7  O I I l I ~ m O I I l I _ L ~ T ~ ~ O 2 I I l / 6 . 0  p A 44 
U R I T E 1 6 . L 3 1 1  I M W 3 3 7  1 F I I P R I N T . E O . O I  GO T O  7 0  I M A N O 4 5 0  
1 3 1  F O R M A T l 9 2 H  ELEMENT NO. SXT SVT S X Y T  1 ~ ~ ~ 0 3 3 8  _ A I T E ( ~ . I I  I M A N D V S I  
L S X R  S Y 0  S X Y B )  TMAN- Y R I T f  1 6  e21 3 1  J LO I M A N 0 4 5 2  
209 F O R U A T l 4 3 H  OIL F I L E  A T  END OF H A L F  S T E P  FOR S T E P  N O . = I 3 1  I M A N 0 3 0 2  YRITE16.L)- 
n o  1 3 4  i - i& - -  
INEL.AK .AK I ~ V L ~ ~ 2 ~ V 3 ~ U 4 ~ O I I ~ O I . O T R ~ P ~ S ~ C * I S S ~ N J . O O l  . O ~ R F ~ W Z O . I Z O . B ~ I M l N O 3 2 U  I L:I*6-5 U A M !  
I M A N O 3 2 6  230 U R I T E ( 6 . 2 Z 9 1  I.LSX!LlOlrKIO:Il.IZI III1NOYJS 
- 
- 
Y R I T E 1 6 . 1 6 0 1  
2 1 8  FORMAT(3OH R F  F I L E  R E V I S E O  FOR S I E P  NO.2131  I H A N O 3 2 8  I F 1  I P R I N T + E O . O I  GO TO 5 3  I M A N D 4 4 I  
1- 1 4 2  F O R M A T l 4 6 H  ELEUENT N O D A L  FORCES F I L E  A T  E N 0  OF S T E P  ~0 . :131  I M A N O 4 4 4  
__  
- - A R ~ e L - - - - - ~ -  ~ 
T 3  5 
213 F O R M A l C L P t l  011 F T I  F AT END O F  S T E P  NOI=131 I R A N 0 4 5 3  I B "  Fn- n r l T V  101 F T 1 F I  I1 F l n  nF C l F p  w = r l t  T*.U- 
U R I T E  16 ,1601 I M A N 0 4 5 4  U R I T E l 6 . 1 6 0 1  I R A N 0 4 7 5  
W R I T E 1  6 .112)  1 0 I L l K L O I  . K 10=1 WFI I H A N O P 5 5  U P I ~  TylyBllc 
10 C O N T I N U E  l H A N 0 4 5 6  U R I T E l 6 . 1 6 0 1  I M A N O 0 7 7  
C T O  PREPARE B A S I C  OATAS TO F I N O  R E V I S E D  A C C E L E R A T I O N  V A L U E S  I M A N O V S l  on 232 TI.N.I r u n  
I l = I * 6 - 5  I M A N 0 9 7 9  
00 48 J=L.NOF I M A N O 9 5 9  1 7 n T  1+5 T- 
Q I J I : B I J I + Q Q I  1.11 232 U R I T E 1 6 . 2 2 9 1  I ~ l 0 L l K l O l ~ K 1 0 ~ I l ~ I 2 I  I R A N 0 0 8 1  
YBLIE16.U r y 1 u o 4 8 7  
U R I T E I I . 1 8 L I  J10 I U A N O 4 B 3  
48 811 J 1-01 I Jlr Q I l  IJ I I MA NO 9 6 I 
I M A N O Y P ~  1 8 1  F a B M A T I Y 9 H  NODAL A C C E J L R A U O N  182 F T t F )  A 1  Et& QF S T E P  I O . = I 3 1  xUXnU4-  
1 7 9  FORHlTl4lH NODAL DEFL- 1p F I L E b  A T  E N 0  OF S T E P  N L r I J l  Y R I T E I 6 ~ L 6 0 1  I R A N 0 0 8 5  I M A N 0 4 6 4  
U R I T E 1 6 . 1 1 9 1  JLO 
U R I T E  16.226 I 
UR I TE I 6 # 2 28 I T* l a  - U R I T E 1 6 ~ 1 6 0 1  I R A N 0 4 8 7  Y R I T E 1 6 . L 6 0 1  I N A N 0 4 6 5  
00 233 I = l r N J  INAN- 
I l r I * 6 - 5  I R A N 0 9 8 9  
U R I l E 1 6 r t 6 0 1  I MA NO 46 7 
1 1 = 1 * 6 - 5  I M A N 0 4 6 9  ---It5 -. ~~ - =  = +  
233 Y R I T E ( 6 . 2 2 9 1  I ~ l Q 2 l K I O l ~ K L O ~ I L ~ I Z l  IR~NOWI 
M R I r E l p , l 8 0 1  J I O  I M l N 0 4 7 3  --NO ~ UlAn0434 
231 Y R I T E I 6 . Z Z S I  1 ~ 1 P 1 1 1 0 1 ~ K 1 0 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 2 1  I M A N O 4 7 1  LOO C W I N U E  I"UUL432- 
STOP I R A N 0 0 9 3  
tine ble 
J N H A T J P R I N T I  C&CUULLlL 
O l * F M O I N n F I . 0 1 1 N n F ) . 0 7 1 Y n F I . O T I U n F I F I .  nT7, sn 5- 
C T O  F I N O  A C C E L E R A T I C N  A T  E N D  OF A N I  T I M E  S T E P  SLCCOOOS 
---- c4r- 
00 4 1 1 0 2 1 . 1 5  saccooii 
J = I N O & E l  1 1 0 1  CAC- 
I F I J . E Q . 0 1  GO T O  V S A C C O O I S  
. . .. -. 
101 F O R M A T U 1 1  < A C C l l P U L  
Y R I T E 1 6 . 3 6 1  I S I C C O O 3 1  
WRITE 16,160 I SACCOO33 
160 F O R H A T I I H  1111 ~ _ _ _  SACCOO30 
19:1 SACCOOJS 
J 9 r 6  C A c m Q z 6 -  
D O  3 1  I L L - 1 1 1 5  SACCOO37 
Y R I T E I  6.381 1 I A K I I L O .  J L O l s  J l O = 1 9 1  J 9 1  I 1 1 0 ~ 1 . 6 l  SACCOO38 
38 F O R R A T l I H  6EL5.61 SACCOO39 
N R I T t I 6 * L 6 0 1  S A C C O O W  
1 9 = 1 9 &  CACCOO11 
36 F O R M A T l 2 5 H  AK H A T R I X  EQRAOUT &Q. :I51 3AGmLuL 
. .. 
3 7  ~ 9 = J 9 + 6  F l i r t l l l l l l  
UR I TE I 6 * LO L I S A C C O O I 3  
Y R I T E 1 6 . 3 9 1  I S A C C O O W  
39 F O R M A T I Z V H  Q I I  F I L E  FOR J O I N T  N 0 . = 1 5 1  S A C C O O I S  
_.~ - 
S U B R O U T I N E  A O M  IS.IOS.A.M.IBIJB.CI SAONOOO1 
C A 0 0 5  S U B M A T R I C E S  TO FORM STlFF- - 
O I l i E N S I O N  A l 4 ~ 4 I . S l L l  SAOHOOO3 
l s : I B * I - L  SAOROOO5 
I F  I l R - J a l  I ? . I I . t ?  a"H- 
11 JI-I C A o Y n O o l  
E N 0  
S U B R O U T I N E  ASSEMB l A ~ C . N I ~ W 2 . W I . N I ~ N S l  S A S S 0 0 0 1  
C T O  ASSEMBLE T R I A N S U L A R  E L E M E N T  S T I  F F N E S S  H#.TRIX CAST- 
C T O  FORM Q U A O R I L A T E R A L  S T I F F N E S S  H A T R I X  I N  L O C A L  C O O R O I N I T E  S I S T E R  S A S S 0 0 0 3  
0 l n E N S I O N . W . W . L U  % A s M ! l L  
J I= l  S A S S 0 0 0 5  
DO 1 K = N l r 2 5 r 5  C A C C a a a h  
1NO:NV S A S S 0 0 0 7  
I =K ULCanaiL 
00 2 M-1 .3  S A S S 0 0 0 9  
E N 1  < A C C O O l O  
00 3 I - L . 1 5 . 3  s ASS00 11 
b , ,  *- r c u u l L L  
111-1*1 SASS0013 
SCONOOOI S U B R O U T I N E  CONOJ 1 C N J ~ Q . I N O D E ~ N O F I  
lLQ&MnL 
D I M E N S I O N  C N J I 1 5 ~ 3 1 ~ 0 I N O F ~ ~ I N O O E l L 5 ~  S C O N 0 0 0 3  
C T O  COPV P UI FQRULQQUWAES &F s O O E S U b ! G  * .  B W 
I l I = . I * I l  r m  
--CCnN001'1 
2 C N J I I . I L l ~ Q I J L I 1  S C O N O 0 1 3  
R E T U R N  S C O N 0 0 1 5  
36 
SUBROUTINE COORDlA.Nl scooooo1 SUBROUTINE O F O R C E l D l M P ~ I N O D E ~ T I I O L . 0 2 ~ D P . X D I V . N D F ~ I l  SDFOOODI 
DIMENSION AlNl SCOODDD3 DIWENSION DAMPI 151 ~INODEtlSlrQLlNDFI *QP(NOF lrDPl61 SOFODOD3 
NlZP116 0 0  1 11-1.6 Z n F M R W L  
DO I I-1.N SCOOOODS cD:D.o SDFODOOS 
L W  NUWB-OQQ2 C U F O R I S F D R t E S Z O F O O O O Z  
1 AlII~O.0 < C " a a a a h  
DO 2 I:I.NI SC000007 
JZ-J1+2 SC000009 
R E 1 D l 5 ~ 3 1  lAUI.K=JL~.Ul 
J1:lI-ll r6. l  
3 FORMATt3F9.41 scoooo 1 I 
2 CONTINUE C- 





J l U l . L S C 0  
RETURN 
listing of subroutine 
YlIlrOUNXl2I c r a m  
1 ZlIl=DUNXl31 SCOR1011 
DO 6 IrZ .3  - 
XDcI-IILXlI ) - X I  1 1  SCORlOll 
Y O 1  1-11=.( I1 I - Y  cu CCO- 
6 Z D l I - l l ~ Z t I l - Z ~ ~ l  SCORlO35 
PFTl lPN rrn- 
END SCORl031 
SUBROUTINE DCS 11 rNNEL .NEL rO vQQI B N D F I O I R  .INDEX I O C S O O O O L  
C FOR INDEX:l* DIR IS BASED ON QIN*L1~0INl+QQI~QINI AND QQI Dcsoooo 3 
c T O  c o n w m  DIREC TION COSINE 0 F E-BR I 
C BEING RETAINED U W A L  FORM - 
C FOR INDEX=D. D I R  IS BASED ON QINI ONLY OCSOOOOS 
31. D C C a a a a h  
1V1131 +VI1 31 .U3131 occoDno7 
SUBROUTINE DIEL 1I.M. IELCON. NJ, 1fL.NNEL.NEL.INOOE.OAMP~ DMr PM. 181. SDIEOODI 
DIMENSION W I  01. IELCONINJ. 41. IELIB.41 .NNELlNEL.VI. INODEILSI~ OAHPI LSSOIEOOO3 
C TO FORM INOOE AND OAWP A R R I Y S  FOR A JOINT SOIEDOOS 
CALL NIELlIEL.M*NNEL.NELl SDIEDOO 7 
M 15 I l = I . L 5  nrr- 
IS 1NOOEllII:O SDIEOOD9 
M 16 U = ~ I  n l F n O U L  
16 I N O O E l l 2 1 ~ I E L ~ L ~ I 2 I  SDIEODLL 
T S r l  cnrFllOll 
DO 17 12:z.e SDIE0013 
LF -lL.-- c o r m  
DO 18  I3=L.U SDIEOO IS 
D O  19 IVzlr lS  ____uuEnaLh 
IFlIELlIZ~I31.EO.INODElIVll GO T O  18 SOIEOOLI 
19 CONTINUE C O I E M U -  
I N O D E l l 6 l ~ I E L l ~ t ~ I 3 l  SDIEODfS 
16:L§+I ClLILnaZIl 
18 CONTINUE SDIEOO21 
11 lmulMlE nrr- 
C T O  FORM DAMPED VELOCITY TERM 5 DIED0 2 3 
2V DnII11=0.0 SDIEDDZS 
r!Ir ,wr I " , F m  
r A l L  MFkrON- nrr- 
0" 7 4  1111  .I\ 
ILO 25 I l - h a  
n r r n n p u  
DY lILL2zilu 2.3 I n l F a a U L  
Do 26 1 1 - L t l S  SuEnnzL 
25 CONTINUE SDIEOD 31 
26 DAWPlILI=O.O SDIE0033 
ICOUNT=O S D Z C 0 3 V  
DO 27 I l = l ~ l S  C O I E O f l 3 5  -.  .. . ..
1 F I I N P O E O . E O . I )  GO 10 2 7  S D I E 0 0 3 6  
DO 28  12-1.0 SDIEDD3 7 
D O  2 9  I3:1.0 SDIEDD30 
I F l l N O D E l I L l ~ E Q ~ I E L l I Z . I 3 l l  GO T O  30 SDIE0039 
29 CONTINUE s0IE0040 
GO TO 28 SDIEOO41 
30 ICOUN?=ICOUNT+L CDIE.M!lZ- 
DAMPlILI~DAMP~Ill*DWll2l SDIEUD03 
28 CONTINUE < D I E D 0 4 0  
CCOUNT-ICOUNT SDIEDOVS 
27 ICOUNTZO <OLCOOP6 
RETURN SOIEOOUI 
S 
SUBROUTINE DIRCOSIVIIYZ. INODEtCNJl SDIRODD1 
DIMENSION VI 131 .V2l31. INODE# 151 .CNJI 15.31 
D O  t IL~L.3 < O L R R m L  
D O  2 12=1.1s SDIRDOOS 
I V r Y t ~ I  11 tD111ooo6 
IF l I V ~ E Q ~ l N O D E I I Z l l  GO TO 3 SDIRD007 
2 CONTINUE SDIPOOOB 
3 v2lILI=I2 SOIRODD9 
cari)olllll 
Jl=VZI 11 S DIROO 1 1 
J3=V2C31 SDIROOI 3 
C TO FIND U R E C U O N  C- OF AN ELEWENT 
S%+ 
7=V2171 rarDnnlr 
on e 7 1 1 1 . 3  CaLa- 
RETURN SDIRDDL7 
FWI nro- 
V l l ~ l l ~ C N J ~ J 2 ~ I I I - C N J l J l ~ I ~ l  SOIROO15, 
2- 
3 37 
-12. Source progra tine 
S U B R O U T I N E  E L E M T I I A r B ~ I C ~ I N L T ~ N L T ~ T N L T ~ J ~ N E T ~ J l l  SELMOOOI  
C ALSO T O  STORE ELEMENT M A T E R I A L  TYPE I N F O R M A T I O N S  SELMOO03 
D I M E N S I O N  I AIJ .  J L I . 8 1  J I  0 I C 1  Jl r I W L T ( J ) . N L r l N E T I 5 ) . T N I N E T *  C F I  U O U  
R E A O I S . I >  l I I A I I 2 ~ J 2 l ~ J 2 ~ l ~ J l I ~ B l I 2 ~ ~ I C l I 2 ~ ~ I N L T l I 2 ~ ~ I 2 ~ l ~ J ~  SELMOOOS 
I FOQYIT(VIS.FB-Y.9rYl FI Yn- 
R E A O I 5 . 2 1  l l N L T l I 2 ~ J 2 I ~ J 2 ~ 1 ~ 5 ~ ~ T N L T l I 2 ~ ~ I 2 ~ l ~ N E T l  SELI IOOO7 
? FO-B-y SULulDak 
RE TURN SELM0009 
C TO GENERATE E L E N E N T  NOOAL NUMBE R ARRAV AND E L E M E N  T r m w  CFI M O U Z  
S U B R O U T I N E  E L I L I A . B . I I 1 1  E L I M O O 0 1  
C T O  F U  E-FW ZJLFF-TI RV F1  1- 
C E L I M I N A T I N G  C E N T R A L  P O I N T  E L I M O O 0 3  
1 5 . 5 1  FI UUUUL 
Il=l E L I M O O 0 5  
on I r s . 5  FI T M O U  
00 2 J z l . 5  E L I M  000 7 
, 1=1  FI InMrLL 
N t = 5 + 1 I - L 1 + J  E L I M O O 0 9  
DO 3 L - l . 5  E L I M O O I I  
Nln5. l l  - I  It1 F, T-
0 0  4 L l = l r Y  E L I M O O 1 3  _ -  FI T H O U  
N l Z = N l * L Z  E L I M O O I S  
B I I I 7 J l  1 = A   
Y J l=J l+ l  E L I M O O  1 7  
A K I Z I ~ N l * l l  F I  rwmm 
3 C O N T I N U E  E L I M O O 1 9  
L F W  GO T O  7 FI TXDSLZL 
6 Do 5 ~ 3 r l . 5  E L I H O O Z l  
IFlJ- GO LO C FI T U U m l  
GO TO 2 E L I M O O 2 3  
7 T I Z T 1 . 1  FI T w o D L e  
2 C O N T I N U E  E L I H 0 0 2 5  
C A L L  T R A N S P l A R l Z ~ A I 2 I ~ 2 0 . 5 )  E L I M O O 2 7  
C A L L  P F R M I  FI TWO- 
D O  8 1=1 .20  E L I M U 0 2 9  
00  9 J r l . 2 0  FI T Y O a u L  
v=0.0 E L I M O O J I  
00 10 Kz1.5 FI T Y I l I L l L  
10 V ~ V I I K I Z I I ~ K I + A K ~ ~ ~ K . J I  ELIMOO33 
B I I . J I 2 B l I . J I - V  LLnQQx% 
9 C O N T I N U E  E L I M 0 0 3 5  
RE TURN E L I M O O 3 7  
S U B R O U T I N E  I N V I  A.N.8.MiOETERM I S I N V O O O I  
D I M E N S I O N  I P 1 V O T l 5 ~ ~ A l 5 ~ 5 1 ~ 8 l 5 ~ 2 O ) . I N O ~ X l S ~ 2 ~ ~ P I V o T l 5 l  S I N V 0 0 0 3  
E W I V A L U C E  ~IROUIJROUII ITCm- 1. CUIPI CTUY0[104 
c INVERTS HAIRICES upro ORDER 8 BV GAUSS ELIMINATION S INV-  
C S I N Y O 0 0 5  
C C T N Y U  
C I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N  S I N V 0 0 0 7  
C CTB"OIL[UL 
<Tu"- 
10 O E T E R M z l . 0  S I N Y O 0 0 9  
15 DO 20 JZ1.N 
20 I P I V O T I J 1 : O  S I N V O O  11 - _ -  cI&a!u.L 
9002 IIELEBLI=o. cIuyI)DI'I 
WIULK 
G O  TO 9003  S I N Y O 0 1 3  
G O  T O  7UO S I N V O O 1 5  
30 DO 5 5 0  1:l.N S I N V O O l 7  
C SEARCH FOR P I V O T  E L E H E N T  S I N Y O 0 1 9  
cIu"0071 
9003 C O N T I N U E  
E 1 M " U  
C S T N V M Z T L  
YO AMAX=O.O _ _  .. . . . .. 
95 D O  uL5 J'LLLI C T l l l l l l l L L L  
50  I F  I I P I V O T I J l - 1 1  60.  105 .  60 S I N V O O 2 3  
7 0  IF I I P I V O T I I O - 1 1  8 0 .  100. 9002 S I N V 0 0 2 5  
8 5  I R O U z J  5 I N V O O  2 7  
95 AMAX=AlJ .K I  S I N V D O 2 9  
I n 0  W I L I U F  T L l y D a u L  
105 C O N T I N U E  S I N V 0 0 3 1  
110 IPIVOTIICOLUnl-IPfVOTlICOLUnl.l 5 I N V O O 3 3  
C I N T E R C H A N G E  ROUS TO P U T  P I V O T  ELEMENT ON D I A G O N A L  S I N Y O 0 3 5  
sn no i nn  w - 1 . ~  Tu"- 
BO I F  1111 as. i cn .  i o n  CrllYnn7h 
sn i r n s u H z w  C1""aDLB 
IF ULBS W - B R I  9nn).9C02.LIII C T N V l J l l X  
C lIwlM3L 
C 1- 
130 I F  I I R O Y - I C O L U M I  I Y O .  260. I Y O  S I N V O O I T  
190 QiW- _  O E T i R M  C T N V O Q 3 L  
150 DO ZOO LZ1 .N  5 I N V O O  39 
160 SUAP=AILRQk!J CINYDOUD 
1 7 0  A I I R O U ~ L ~ ~ A l I C O L U M ~ L 1  S I N Y O 0 9 1  
200 A 1 I C O L U M . L I Z S Y A P  CINVQQ&.2- 
2 0 5  I F I M I  260. 260. 210 S I N V O O Y 3  
220 S Y A P = B I I R O Y . L l  
2 1 0  00 2513 ~ z l .  n 
250 a l I C O L U M . L I = S u A P  S I N V O O Y 7  
260 I N O E X l I . 1 l ~ I R O U  s1tU.W.U- 
2 7 0  I N D E X I I ~ Z I ~ I C O L U H  S I N V O O Y S  
310 PIV-Tu)I U M l  UNYnnxL 
320 O E T E R M - 3 E T E R n . P I V O T I I I  S I N V O O  5 1  
C D I V I D E  P I V O T  ROU 81 P I V O T  ELEMENT C I S Y O 0 5 3  
r c r m  
330 A I I C O L U M ~ I C O L U M I - 1 . 0  S I N V 0 0 5 5  
300 0 0  35OLILrbl  ru"JlI&L 
3 5 5  I F I M I  3 8 0 .  380. 360 S I N Y O 0 5 8  
350 A l I C O L U M r L I  I A I I C O L U M  . L I I P I V O T l I ~  < T r J V O l L S L  
360 Do 3 7 0  ~ n 1 . M  -
C uuul!xL 
3 7 0  8 I IC0LUH.L  I =B I I C O L U M  .L I I P I V O T  I1 I S I N V 0 0 6 0  
C REDUCE N O N - P I V O T  ROUS C 7 U Y 0 0 6 7  
C S I N V O O 7 6  
600 00 7 1 0  I:LIN CINY0011 
610 L - N + l - I  S I N V O O 1 B  
6 2 0  IF I I N O E X U  . U - l N O E X U . Z l I  630. 7 1 0 1  630 SlNV-  
630 J R O U : I N O E X I L . I l  S I N V O O B O  
690 JC-I c ,- 
650 D O  7 0 5  K-1.N S I N V O O B Z  
660 SUAP=Al I I . JROUl  C I&yQn&.x 
6 7 0  A I K . J R O U I ~ A I K ~ J E O L U M I  S I N V O O B Y  
7 0 0  A l K . J U L L U I V  ZSYAP CrNV- 
7 0 5  C O N T I N U E  S I N V O O B 6  
7 1 0  C O N T I N U E  C l N W J l . & L  
110 RETURN S I N V 0 0 8 8  
END---_ _. -. . - uru!mA% 
38 J 32- 149% 
-15. Source p r o g r ~ ~  listing of 
subroutine 
-19. Source progra listing of subroutine 
S U B R O U T I N E  * E L C O N l U . I E L C O N . I . N J 1  SMiLOOO1 
D I M E N S I O N  I 1  8 1  I E L C O N  INJ. 01 SMELOOO3 
C  TO F O ~ M ~ E U E N r I B E R ~ C l I ~ A . J O ~  ~ __ 
isting o 
S U B R O U T I N E  U M U L T I A . B ~ C . J I . J Z I J J I  s M u L 0 0 0 1  
O I U E N S I O N  A I J L ~ J ~ I I ~ I J Z ~ J ~ I ~ C I J I ~ J ~ I  SMULOOO3 
C TO PER F Q W  M A Z B I l i L U l L L l e L I E A U O N  -
S U B R O U T I N E  N I E L  I 1EL. I .NNEL.  N E L l  S N I E O O O L  
D I M E N S I O N  I E L l 8 .  V I . M 1 8 1 * N N E L I H E L *  OB S N I E O O O 3  
00 I 1z:L.Y S N I E O O O S  
DO 2  1 1 - 1 . 8  S N I E O 0 0 7  
I F I M I I L L r f e O I  GO TO 2 5uEnMkL 
I L = l 4 l I l I  S N I E 0 0 0 9  
D O  3 12- wxEnQuL 
3 IELI I1  I ZI=MNEL I K  1. I21 S N I E 0 0 1 1  
2 C D N T T N U F  F W l F a a L l  
R E T U R N  S N I E O O l 3  
E N 0  WlC!3jlLL 
C TO FORM W N  T NODAL O E S C R I P U Q M L Q W L  - T I N S  A  J n l N T  C M E n Q n L  
listing of subroutine 
S U B R O U T I N E  N O I I I Q I I ~ I N O O E ~ Q I ~ N O F I  S N O I O O O L  
D I M E N S I O N  QIIl90l~INODEll51rQIlNOF~ S N P I O O O l  
C T O  CWV 0 1  A N D  F O R I  -N F I l F  &I A J O I N T  c- 
00 3  1 1 Z b 9 0  CSoTnnnl, 
3 0 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 = 0 . 0  S N 0 1 0 0 0 5  
on I T l = l . L s  CUIITnnnC 
J 1 - 6 r l I  1-1 I SRQIOOO 7 
I=lMUIIIFl T I  I sbloII1Dok 
1 F I J . E Q - O l  GO 70 1 SNOIOOOS 
J=K.lJ-I I r- 
00 2 1 2 z 1 . 6  S N Q I O O l 1  
7 -  0.17 sanKluL 
J I Z : J I + I Z  S N Q I O O I 3  
1 C O N T I N U E  S N O I O O  1 5  
RFLUPN suua(uh 
E NO S N Q I O O I  7 
2 0-71 ct4"T- 
Table B-19. Source program listing of subroutine PREST 
S U B R O U T I h E - P R E S T I J  L G . S . N D F . F E L ~ N E L 2 P . B L . N E T l ~ Q ~  P R E S 0 0 0 1  
P R E S 0 0 0 3  C TO I N C O R P O R A T E  P R E S T R E S S  E F F E C T  
C TO C Q W U L L Y P D A T E O  N- GCS 
C T O  COMPUTE UPDATED ELEMENT NODAL FORCES I N  L C S  P R E C 0 0 0 5  
l Q Q I . N & t & L  , IU. CON .KJ. n , AAI. LU.T I ___ ----PREIDOOZ 
-_eaEsaanr 
00 2 2  I Y = 1 . 6  P R E S O O V L  
1 6 V = 1 6 + 1 4  P R E S 0 0 4 7  
22 S 1 1 6 4 1 : S 1 1 6 4 ~ + S S 1 1 4 1  PR€SW!#- 
3  C O N T I N U E  PRESOOPS 
1 C O N T I N U E  __ P B E s 0 0 5 0  
2 3  C O N T I N U E  P R E S 0 0 5 1  
.C T O  U P D A T E  NODAL FORCES I N  L.C.S PRESOOSZ 
D O  14 I - I w N E L  P R E S 0 0 5 3  
11-1 P R E S 0 0 5 5  - C A L L  D C S I  I L ~ N N E L ~ N E L L . O ~ Q Q I ~  LIDF.DIR.01 P ! L U O O S 6  
____ 
c i n  n B T A I N  L L E H E N T  O I S  P L A C E M E N T  VFCTOR I N  1.C.S. P n  
00 3 0  J:I.Y P R E S  
J l Z N N E L I  I.JI PRESOOSB 
Jl L=6+ W I -  l l + I  PR- 
Do 3 5  J 2 = 1 , 3  P R E S 0 0 6 0  
listing of 
S U B R O U T I N E  PROMATIA.N.NI1  SPR00001 
C u) GENERATE MATER- M A T R I X  C P E O M L L  
O I I I E N S I O N  & I N . N 1 1  SPROOO03 
R E U S r U  l l A l I . J I ~ J Z l ~ N L L r l ~ h & l  CPRnOOOV 
I FORMATIEID.2 .F6.2rF8.31  SPROOOOS 
R F T U R N  c P a m  
E N 0  S P R 0 0 0 0 7  
RETURN Q O R a o p h L  
E N D  Q O R 0 0 0 6 8  
0 J 32- 149 
Table B-24. Source program listing of subroutine S 
I S S ~ ( K - I l + I O S  C c n l l l o I z  
Issl=Iss+I 5 5 0 7 0 0 P 3  
I s s 2 = I s s + I  1 
Iss3=Iss*Iz s s 0 7 0 0 1 s  
x l l l = o . o  W O O 1 6  
X l 2 l r X O l  1 1  5 5 0 7 0 0 Y 7  
x l 3 I = x o l 2 l  C 2 0 7 0 0 9 8  
Y 11 110.0 S S 0 7 0 0 Y 9  
Y I 2 l : Y O I L l  < C n 7 0 ~  
Y ~ 3 1 = v 5 1 2 1  ss070051 
C Y - I X I I  I l - X ~ I l 1 . s l I S S Z l  ~ ~ n 7 p a ~  
o ~ ~ l X l I 2 ~ - X l I l l r S l I S s 3 l  5 5 0 7 0 0 5 3  
C m  
oXr-lYlI2l-YlIllrSlISS3l s s 0 7 0 0 5 s  
- s 1 I S S L + 3 l = l c X + D X l / 2 .  C C 0 7 0 0 5 6  
_- I *  1 1  1 1 - Y  I1 I l*U I S S 7 I  
s l I S S Z + 3 l r C X / 2 .  S C Q Z ! U Z L  
s I I s s 3 . 3 l = o x / 2 .  sso7oose 
SIISSL+61~lCY*OYl/Z. C C l U M 5 L  
S l l S S 2 + 6 1 : C Y / 2 .  5 5 0 7 0 0 6 0  
V O 1 0  sIIS53+6):0~/2. Eazpahl 
U 0 2 2  C O N T I N U E  S S 0 7 0 0 6 2  
C A L l  TPM lQLLUjr0.3.31 ccn.7nn&L 
F 2 J  I r I E * T E I 1 2 .  550 7 0 0 6  1 
C A I 1  A O M  U - Q . L 1 7 . 7 , F 2 I  C % Q z n n K L  
C A L L  TRM 1 0 3 3 . E N . Q s 3 r 3 1  5 5 0 7 0 0 6 6  
CLLL LOR 1 5 v I O S 1 Q  .3. 1.Y.FZI  C C 0 7 p l l h L  
C A L L  TRM 1 0 3 3 . E N . E M r 3 . - 3 1  550 7 0 0 6  B _- c u U M . 6 3 -  
Y 5 2  C O K U U U E  c % Q m l u L  
END C% 
C L L L  BUM I S . 1 D S . E M . 3 . 7 . V ~ F 2 l  sso i o 0 7 0  
9 RETURN SSO 7 0 0 7 2  




S U B R O U T I N E  S T I M A T I R .  INCOE.  I L A K .  I E L .  CNJ~B.NOF.NET. NET 1. B l r  I N L T .  N E L I S T I M O O O L  
L l 3 1 ~ V 2 l 3 1 ~ V 3 l 3 J r V 1 0 l 1 J ~ B l Z O . Z O I . D I R 1 3 . 3 J  S T I M 0 0 0 3  
ZrglLhlEJLI*ItU T l U F l  1-1 UInMnL 
DO 1 I L l l . 6  ST 1 1 0 0 0 5  
nn I ir-t.sn rm.nML 
1 A K l I I ~ I Z J ~ O . 0  S T  IUOOO 7 
c i n  FneY C T Y  snuc nr  CTTFFYFCC -rea rlw- 
11-1 S T I M D 0 0 9  
50 CnUUJuF CTTYnnln 
I F l I E L l l L ~ I I ~ E Q . D I  GO T O  Z S T l M O O 1 1  
11*11 I I rrTYnnl:, 
I F I J - E O . 0 )  5 0  T O  Z S T I M O O I 3  
J l = I M T I J l  cTr)(oo19 
J 1 ~ 3 D O * l J l - l l + I  S T I M 0 0 1 5  
D O  k3 I 1 = 1 . 2 1  - U n l U  
00 6 1  J P z I U . Z I  S T I M O O I 7  
A- %LIlmuL 
6s JI=J1+1 S T I M O O 1 9  
6 3  C O L I U U F  c T L B M z l L  
00 1 3  1 1 = 2 . 2 1  S T I M 0 0 2 l  _ -  *,I#"- 
00 1 3  J 4 ~ 1 . 1 6  S T I M O 0 2 3  
1 3  AKUTU. . lU I :AUA J U S  7 1 1  CT'I*nn)l 
V I I L l ~ I E L l I 1 . 1 1  S T I M O O Z S  
V I I Z ) = I u J l 1 . 7 1  C T l Y O a K  
V I 1  3 J Z I E L I  l l r  P I  S T I M 0 0 Z 7  
C A L L  0IRCOZIYI .VZITNODE.CN.I I  cTrwI)n2B 
C L L L  VECTlVL.VZ.V3) S T IMOOZ 9 
C P L L  U N I T I V 3 1  C T T M O I L U L  
C A L L  U N I T I V l I  STI~OO~I 
C l L L  V E C T l V L U * V Z )  --- 
00 11 12-1 .3  S T I U 0 0 3 3  
D I R I  1.1 2 ) Z V L I I Z J  S T I M 0 0 3 1  
O I R I Z ~ I Z J ~ V Z I I Z J  S T I R 0 0 3 5  
00 5 3  13-1.3 S T I M 0 0 3 7  
00 5 3  J3ZL.3  Y D l 0 0 3 8  
5 3  O I R 1 I I 3 . J 3 J = D I R l J 3 . 1 3 J  S T  IN0039 
I N D E X Z O  STIMOOUO 
61  I V Z l  S T I I I O O U I  
60 D O  5 U  I 3 z I Y . 8  <TIM- 
1 5 z 3 . 1 1 4 - 1  I S T  I H D O Y  3 
J S - l * I I  3-11 S T I M O O 1 1  
00 55 I6z1 .3  s i i n o o u s  
D O  5 5  J621 .3  lLlmwLL 
I 5 6 = 1 5 + 1 6  S T I M O O Y I  
J 5 6 = J 5 + J 6  crIn!x.U- 
5 5  V L 1 l I 6 ~ J 6 J ~ A K l l 1 5 6 ~ J 5 6 1  S T l M O O 1 9  
I F l I N O E X . E O . L l  GO T O  5 7  Y l M O O 5 C  
C A L L  M U U L T L V L ~ ~ O I R I V Z Z , ~ . ~ .  3 )  S T I M 0 0 5 1  
GO TO 5 9  W O O 5 2  
5 7  C A L L  M U U L T I O I R L ~ V L ~ ~ V Z Z I ~ . ~ . ~ ~  S T I M O O S 3  
59 D O  56 I6zir3 S T I M O m  
1'4 D I R l 3 ~ 1 Z ~ = V 3 1 1 Z l  .%.ummL 
00 56 J 6 Z 1 . 3  S T I R 0 0 5 5  
I 5 6 - 1 5 + 1 6  ___ SLU0056 
56 A K L I I 5 6 . J 5 6 1 1 V Z Z I I 6 . J 6 1  s i m o o s e  
J 5 6 r J S r J 6  c T I n O O S 7  
5 4  COMTINUE CTTW0059 
I U = I V * l  S T I U D O L O  
I F U U - 8 1  6 b 6 0 . 5 8  T T M O Q & L  
5 8  I N D E X = I N O E X * L  S T I H O O 6 2  
I F I I N O E X - 1 1  61.61,62 CTTWO- 
62 C O N T I N U E  S T I M 0 0 6 U  
on 6 5  I q = L r z y  C T l n L u & L  
S T I M G 0 6 6  
DO 65 J U - b I v  - c r r y n a h L  
65 A K l I I 4 . J I J : l K 1 I J U . I U l  S T I n O O 6 8  
on 5 J1-1.5 <rrqIlJl&% 
I F l I ~ E Q . I E L l T L ~ J 1 l l  GO TO 1 2  S T I H O 0 7 O  
5 COLLUh l l lE  ZlllDLUL 
1 2  J=JY S T  IMDO 7 2  
e0 6 T2:l.Y <rrllaau_ 
00 7 13=1.15 S T I I ( 0 0 7 U  
IF-1 cn i n  e S1l"OIUfi 
7 C O N T I N U E  S T I M D 0 7 6  
8 v l o l I 2 ~ = 1 3  
- r  
I 6 : I S - 1  
6 C O N T I N U E  ource program listi g of subroutine ST 
JI . w- u 7 ? 1 * W  
I *?A- 
00 I D  1 3 r 1 . 6  S T 1 1 0 0 8 0  
00 9 1 2 = 1 . 1  S T I M O O B Z  S U B R O U T I N E  S T R A I I O S r S . O I R 1  S S T R O O O I  
J l Z 6 * l J L - l I + L  S T I M 0 0 8 1  G I M E N S I O N  OIRl3.3l*S15161 S S T R 0 0 0 3  
DO L L  I I z 1 . 6  S T I H D O  86 J Z - I D S  SSTRDOO5 
A K I P T S I  iln.&L on 'i r z i . T n %  oaaah. 
J l = J l + l  s T I n o o 8 8  J Z J + I D S  SSTROOO7 
U T9z155rl CTTYnnR9 , - & , I  T I W . T Y C ,  C C 7 D n n n L  
S T I M O 0 9 0  5 C O N T I N U E  SSTROOOS 9 C O N T I N U E  
2 I l s I l t l  S T I M O D 9 2  I E B B Z - I D S  SSTROOLl 
S 5 T R 0 0 1 3  I A B B r I A a a + L  
I E B B - I E a B + I D S  S S T R O O L S  
L K l r F R i l  ~ s a  
00 1 J = L . I D S  S S T R O O 1 1  
r A a = 1 r a r T o c  <- 
I S E  = l B E +  1 SSTRO019 
I F  I I A a - I a E I  7.7.13 ~~~ CZIRO[IZD 
1 3  T E M P Z S I I B E J  S S T R O D Z I  
S l I B E J r S l I A B l  ZZTROOZZ 
S I I A B J = T E M P  S S T R 0 0 2 3  
7 C O N T I N U E  <CJROOZV 
6 C O N T I N U E  S S T R O O Z 5  
0 0  0 I = l . I D S  S S T R O O Z 7  
C A L L  TRAhIS .J .O IR . IMSI  SSTRO029 
8 C n H T I N U E  C Y g l t a u L  
RE TURN S S T R O O 3 t  
END S L I R M X L  
____~___ 
1 z v i n i i 7 )  cr,nQQ&L C 1 R L N S F O R R S  O E S C B I  P T I O N  U E 2 E M L I P T R I : E S  F W  L O U  T O  avLgdLL CXTPDOOZ 
T 5 ZF.. I T 7 - u  I rranaar  DATA I W W  C c r a n n n r  
10 STT*nn'll T - - T O  _ _ _ _ _ . ~  czIDnnln 
I F l I 1 - 8 )  50.S0.51 crrKaaPL 00 6 T - I . l O t  ClPDaLL 
51 C O N T I N U E  S T I R 0 0 9 9  
RETURN - m a  C V a a a L L  





SUBROUTINE T R A N S P I A I  B.JL.J21 STR%Ool 
O I M E N S I O N  A l J 1 . J Z l . B I J Z . J l l  STRPOOO3 
00 1 I Z I . J I  WPolLIu_ 
00 1 J = l . J Z  STRPOOOS 
1 BIJAI&ULJI , c~ppooo6  
c T O  FORM TRANSPOSE 0 F A  H A T R I X  C T R P O W L  
RElURU S T R P 0 0 0 7  
F N O  <TQP(IIULk 
ource program listin 
I 11-1  11.1 c1T) Iun l7  
O U M I L J I I = O .  S T R A N 0 1 3  
I Kl ’ l  K.1  -
uo 00 LOO K I 1 . 3  S T R A N O I 5  
I N I ~ L W I + I H S  ;rar.nts 
LOO OUMlLJII~DUMlLJlI+DIRlKrJI*AlLWII S T R A N 0 1 7  
2 0 0  CQUIINUE 
3 0 0  C O N T I N U E  S T R A N O I 9  
00 400 I = L . I N I  S T R I N O Z I  
I T : I F C + l  Q&!cGzL 
400 A I I I I ~ O U M I I >  ’ S T  RAN0 2 3  
RETURN rIlnsraZ1L 
END S T R A N 0 2 5  
I N T = 3 t T G E M P I U l S  U R M n z L  
4 
Table rogram listing sf subroutin@ P 
S U B R O U T I N E  U N I T l W L I  S U N I O O O I  
D I l l E N S l O W  U I 1 3 I  CUN10003 
C  TO N O R C  
0 0  11=1.3  S U N 1 0 0 0 5  
RETURN S U N 1  000 7  
L V l ~ , I V l  cll)lTnoo6 
- -  
S U B R O U T I N E  W E C I I V L . Y Z e Y 3 l  S Y E C O O O I  
J TO P E R F O R -  W F C O O I L L  
D I M E N S I O N  Y l 1 3 1  r V Z I 3 1  s U 3 1 3 I  SVECOOO3 
V 3 I  I 1 : u 1 1 2 l r ~ . Y  113% FUUlOe 
w3l2I=VZlLlrull3I-WIlll*wZl3l SVECOOOS 
Y 3 L I L E I L L L L ) ~ U 7 1 7 I - U 7 I  I l i Y t  0, wcr- 
RETURN S V E C 0 0 0 7  
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